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The problem with carbon taxes
On April 1, the federal government imposed
carbon taxes on home heating and other fuels
in provinces that don’t have provincial carbon
reduction programs – New Brunswick,
Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
The theory is that by increasing the cost of
fossil fuels, people and businesses will switch
to alternate technologies to reduce carbon
emissions. The problem is, quite simply, that
there are no easy solutions that the average
individual or business can adopt to reduce
their carbon footprint.
People still need to get to work; homes
and buildings still need to be heated. While
switching to another form of heating or
trading in your “gas guzzler” for a more
efficient vehicle may be great in theory, for the
average Canadian struggling from payday to
payday it’s not realistic.
People will pay the tax, they will be angry
at the government and there will be little if
any reduction in carbon emissions. It will be
just an additional cost of doing business.
A big part of the problem in dealing with
climate change is that it seems to be a battle
between “the sky is falling” bunch and those who
want to deny that climate change is happening.
The science behind climate change is
straightforward and we are seeing the results
through floods, extreme winds, melting ice
caps, forest fires, etc. To deny climate change
is occurring would be foolish. Years of study
and monitoring with scientific instruments is
not just “a matter of opinion.”

Facebook:
@PlumbingandHVAC

But I think governments need to take a
step back and look at what can realistically
be done. We might not meet the targets
that scientists have set, but we can make
substantial improvements.
Governments have been too quick to jump
on unproven technologies as a quick solution.
Despite considerable improvements in
battery and charging technology electric cars,
for example, have many shortcomings – and
there are no inexpensive electric cars that the
average person could buy.
But what about hybrids? That’s a proven
technology that substantially reduces carbon
emissions and could easily be adopted across
all motor vehicles.
Likewise, to move every home and building
to a non-fossil fuel heating technology will take
time. The technologies exist and are getting
better, but unless the government basically
pays the full cost of changing out equipment, it
won’t get changed unless it is broken.
And then there’s that anger thing.
Ontario now has a climate change denier as
premier because the previous government tried
to move too fast with little regard for the cost to
Ontario residents and businesses. The United
States has a similar situation. That’s something
this planet and its people can’t afford.
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Twitter:
@Plumbing_HVAC_

Instagram:
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Efficiency made easy
With up to 96% AFUE, our SL 10-85 G3 boilers are
leaders in the market for energy efficiency.
Our intuitive touchscreen controller makes the boiler
easy to set up and monitor, and features built-in internet
connectivity that allows the boiler to be monitored
remotely from any device.
Learn more at ibcboiler.com
IBC SL 10-85 G3

Proudly Canadian
ibcboiler.com | 1-844-HEAT-IBC

A high-efficiency water heater
for any high-volume job.
A. O. Smith offers a range of high-efficiency commercial water heaters that can help
save on energy costs and still deliver the reliable, powerful performance needed to
serve any commercial application—even when
the odds might seem stacked against it.

Visit us at the MCEE Show
April 24 - 25 at booth #206!
hotwatercanada.ca
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Ontario WSIB puts limits on pot
New policy questions science
behind medical marijuana use
By Leah Den Hartogh
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board
(WSIB) of Ontario has come out with a new
operational policy that will determine when
medical cannabis is necessary or appropriate
for medical conditions that are the result of an
injury in the workplace.
The policy states: “Medical cannabis is not
necessary, appropriate, or sufficient health
care treatment for most medical conditions
due to the lack of strong and consistent
evidence of therapeutic efficacy, and the
known harms of cannabis use.”
Herbal medical cannabis has not gone
through Health Canada’s drug review and
approval process which requires any new drug
to go through a rigorous regulatory approval
process, reports WSIB.
This doesn’t mean that WSIB doesn’t
believe that marijuana has no medical
benefits. “While there is agreement that
medical cannabis offers therapeutic benefit
in certain circumstances, particularly, where
conventional treatments have failed, the
scientific research into the therapeutic role of
medical cannabis has been limited.”
WSIB officials say this doesn’t mean that
there are no cases where WSIB will grant access
to medical marijuana following an injury.
When a person is granted use of medical
marijuana, the WSIB will monitor the worker’s
use and effectiveness and will suspend access
if it is no longer determined necessary, said
Christine Arnott, WSIB public affairs manager.
“We want anyone who has been injured
or become ill at work to get the support
and help they need so they can recover and
safely return to work. In some cases, this
may include the use of medical cannabis. We
are always looking at the evolving scientific
evidence around effective health care and
update our approach accordingly.”
WSIB has set criteria for the use of medical
marijuana as follows:

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

1 The worker has a designated condition;
2 The worker’s treating health professional
authorizes medical cannabis to treat the
designated condition;
3 The worker has exhausted conventional
treatments for the designated condition;
4 An appropriate clinical assessment of the
worker has been conducted;
5 The benefits of medical cannabis for the
worker outweigh the risks;
6 The dose and route of administration
authorized for the worker are appropriate;
7 The worker has a valid medical document
for medical cannabis.

cannabis to others.
People with permission to use medical
cannabis will also receive payment for
reasonable costs if the entitlement meets
criteria, are a licensed holder, and received
proper documentation for prescription.
Worker’s could even get approved vapourizers
– but no other devices or paraphernalia for
medical cannabis will be covered.

Some therapeutic value
The policy was created while thinking of four
major pillars in mind: scientific evidence, clinical
guidance, the workers’ compensation system, and

Medical cannabis is not necessary, appropriate, or
sufficient health care treatment for most medical
conditions due to the lack of strong and consistent evidence
of therapeutic efficacy, and the known harms of
cannabis use.
“The legalization of cannabis doesn’t
affect its medical use for approved claims.
Our medical cannabis policy will be used
to determine when it is necessary and
appropriate for benefit coverage,” said Arnott.

Will be carefully monitored
Once an injured worker gains access to
medical marijuana, the process isn’t over.
User’s can expect regular reviews no more
than three months after the date of initial
access or when an adjustment is made to
the worker’s dose. Reviews can occur within
regular intervals of no more than six months
from the previous review. And WSIB has the
right to suspend or discontinue entitlement to
medical cannabis where there is evidence that
it is no longer necessary or appropriate.
These include situations where the worker
experiences insufficient progress towards
identified treatment goals, adverse side effects,
the worker develops cannabis-use disorder, or
the treatment impedes the worker’s recovery.
WSIB will also discontinue access if there is
evidence the worker is selling or providing

federal access to medical cannabis
scheme. WSIB reports that though scientific
evidence does not support medical cannabis,
there is still relatively strong agreement across
peer-reviewed sources that medical cannabis
has some therapeutic value for five work-related
conditions.
Prior to the policy taking effect as of
March 1, any requests for coverage of medical
cannabis were considered on a case by case
basis, reports Arnott. A total of 32 claims
were approved for medical cannabis.
Sandy MacLeod, president of the Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute
of Canada, said that HRAI hadn’t received any
response from contractor members over the
new Ontario policy. He expects that HRAI
will create a webinar about cannabis-use
and what this may mean for a contractor’s
businesses. “I think what we are hearing is
this is just another substance abuse issue that
all employers need to be aware of. And it’s
early days. This is still evolving,” he added.
The entire WSIB policy is available at www.
wsib.com.
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Uponor Canada general manager Charlie
Harte, right, explains the company’s
technology to visitors.
some of the technology seen at the show
will not come to this side of the Atlantic
for a year or two. Plumbing & HVAC will
highlight some of the ISH products in our
Many of the exhibitor booths at ISH, like this one by plumbing manufacturer Grohe,
next issue. It seemed clear that Europe and
are huge.
North America have embraced different
technologies in many areas. Advancements
in Europe, where energy costs are much
higher and homes are smaller, are being
driven by the need to save space and reduce
booth seen at a North American event. Many energy consumption.
Taco and Weil McLain Canada organized
served food, encouraging attendees to spend
a trip for some 30 lucky contractors and
more time learning about their products.
Surprisingly, there were many companies engineers from across Canada. They spent
not seen in North America. In addition, even two days at the show learning about new
with companies active in North America, products and technologies. They also toured
K ronb e r g C a s t l e an d
continued on to Berlin
Plumbing & HVAC recently attended the ISH
for sightseeing and other
show in Frankfurt, Germany – something
adventures, including a
that everyone in the mechanical industry
Trabi Safari – in Trabants,
should do at least once in their lives.
a cheap, poorly made
Billed as the “world’s leading trade fair for
East German car that has
HVAC and water,” it took place March
developed a cult following
11-15, drawing about 190,000 visitors from
(Wikipedia) – to explore
161 countries, including 600 from Canada.
the Berlin wall. A soccer
That’s up from 500 for the last ISH show in
match at Berlin Olympic
2017, reported organizers.
Stadium was also on the
There were 2532 exhibitors, including four
agenda.
Canadian companies, in 12 buildings covering
The next ISH show will
275,000 sq. meters of exhibit space. The
take place in Frankfurt March
buildings were divided by product category.
22-26, 2021. Please visit
Immediately noticeable was the size and
www.ish.messefrankfurt.com
scope of the show. Some of the booths were Taco and Weil-McLain Canada brought 30 Canadian
engineers and contractors to the show.
for more information.
huge, multi-level giants that would dwarf any

A really big show
Plumbing & HVAC visits
European event, along with
a crowd of Canadians
By Mark Vreugdenhil
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The ultimate space heating
and DHW comfort package

Space heating up to 199k BTU/H
Domestic hot water up to 199k BTU/H

Navien NFC
condensing fire tube
combi-boiler
More features, more beneﬁts, more extras
and more value...all in one package
Now the innovator in high efﬁciency condensing tankless
water heaters and ﬁre tube boilers puts it all together in
one amazing combi-boiler in 2 sizes: NFC-175 & NFC-200.
• 5 modes of external domestic recirculation control built-in
(Always on, Intelligent, Scheduling, HotButton, Aquastat)
• TDR 11:1 for domestic hot water
• Approved venting: 2" up to 60' or 3" up to 150' PVC/CPVC/PP/SS
• Heating and DHW up to 199k BTU/H
• AFUE 95.0% Energy Star Most Efﬁcient for 2019

Patented stainless steel
ﬁre tube heat exchanger
is in-house designed
and manufactured using
automated laser welders to
achieve premium quality.
It is ASME certiﬁed.
New advanced
performance built-in
DHW module
with integrated boiler pump
and stainless steel ﬂat plate
heat exchanger. One of
the highest industry ﬂow
rates of 5.4 GPM @ 67°F
temperature rise.

T h e

Plus the NFC combi-boiler package comes with 16 extras
including a primary manifold kit, heating isolation valve kit and
NaviClean™ magnetic ﬁltration system.
To learn more visit navieninc.com

L e a d e r

i n

C o n d e n s i n g

T e c h n o l o g y

See us at
MCEE
Booth 436
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Industry welcomes prompt payment
legislation announced in federal budget
The National Trade Contractors Coalition
of Canada (NTCCC) is expressing its strong
support for the federal government’s budget,
released March 19, which will make prompt
payment the law on all federal government
contracts in Canada.
“Trade contractors, tradespeople, suppliers
and families in Canada’s construction sector
have been waiting a long time for this,” said
Sandra Skivsky, NTCCC chair.
“Our coalition represents the largest trade
contractor associations in Canada, who are
responsible for over 80 percent of the work
performed in the construction sector,” she
added. “To say we’re excited would be an
understatement, but we are looking forward
to seeing the drafted legislation and taking
part in the process.”
Since the last federal election, NTCCC

has led efforts to have prompt payment
introduced federally. Ontario passed Canada’s
first prompt payment laws just over a year
ago with the introduction of the revised

Trade contractors,
tradespeople,
suppliers and families in Canada’s
construction sector have been
waiting a long time
for this.
Construction Act. However, Canada has
lagged behind other countries, reports the
organization.
Payment delays have risen steadily in

Canada since the economic downturn
in 2008. These bottlenecks have limited
efficiency by slowing projects and increasing
disputes between prime contractors and
sub-contractors. The NTCCC has worked
closely with Public Services and Procurement
Canada, and Members of the House of
Commons and Senate of Canada to build
momentum for a made-in-Canada approach
to legislating payment timeframes.
“We wish to commend all partners in
government, including the minister of PSPC,
minister of finance, and our champions in
the House of Commons and the Senate, the
Hon. Judy Sgro and Senator Don Plett for the
incredible work they have done to get us to
this point,” said Skivsky.
The NTCCC was spearheaded by longtime
Mechanical Contractors Association of
Canada executive director Richard McKeagan,
who retired last June. The Contractor
Division of the Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Institute of Canada is also
active in the organization.

OFTEN Imitated,
NEVER Duplicated...
THERMOPAN
• Noo duct noise
Lightweight
• Light
htweight and easy to install
• Excelle
llent for open web trusses
Excellent
• Four pre
recision header sizes available
precision
• Fire-Resis
istant or Ultra Fire-Resistant options
Fire-Resistant

www.THERMOPAN.com
The ORIGINAL Manufacturer of Thermopan
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

(888) 678-3709
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HOW
TO SIZE AN
AIR CONDITIONER
Long standing “rules of thumb” are not
helping with comfort or efficiency
By Glenn Mellors

A heat loss calculation provides a solid
starting point.
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How not to size an air conditioner? Why, for
little to no energy saving has been had and
every 1000 square feet you need one ton of
millions have been handed out in rebates to
cooling – any fool knows that! If I had a dollar
consumers. Fail!
for every time I heard that I would be rich,
One wise man shared with me a theory
and if it were true, I would likely be out of a
on evolution and indulgence. He said that if
job!
people were convinced that what they did was
If you are like
more cost effective
me, you find it very
If you are like me, that they would do it
frustrating when HVAC
more often because
you find it very
professionals have no
it was cheaper. How
idea how to properly size
that plays out in
frustrating when HVAC
an air conditioner. Yes,
our industry is the
I said it! At a meeting professionals have no idea
same – when people
not that long ago
tr y to conser ve,
hosted by the Heating, how to properly size
they will tolerate
Refrigeration and Air
cooler or warmer
Conditioning Institute an air conditioner.
temperatures
of Canada (HRAI) and
depending on the
attended by some larger HVAC contractors,
season, but if told that their new appliance
I was shocked at the number of them that
will use half the energy, then their tolerance
said that their sales representatives did not
for uncomfortable conditions becomes less:
perform or worse did not know how to
“Honey, the new air conditioner uses half as
calculate the proper size air conditioner for a
much energy so there is no need to turn it
building. Even worse, some didn’t even care.
off at night.” Couple this with the improper
This was at a time when government
sizing of the equipment and we have….no
rebates are built around performance and
energy savings.
energy savings. The proof became evident that
In this article I am going to talk about
after several attempts to improve efficiencies,
factors that determine sizing and proper
grid load has not lowered one bit, meaning
efficiencies and I will let organizations like

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Just about done; properly
sized and correctly
installed – a good
installation is a source of
pride for the contractor
and long-lasting comfort
for the home’s occupants.

information was needed, it has an east/west
exposure, still more information if asked,
chalet style, glass floor to ceiling.
The outcome – several quotes on 18-24k
Btu air conditioners, some with comfort
guarantees and money back promises. None
asked more than the square footage. One
refused to quote on the spot but did offer
an obligation free on-site evaluation and
quotation. After the day at the zoo, as we called
it, we did a manual heat load calculation…
3.5 tons of cooling required. It grabbed their
attention for the need to do a calculation on
every site.

Things that go bump in the dark

HRAI teach the actual headload certification
courses. Today we have many computer
programs to do load calculations for us and
many times a simple shell load is all that is
required

The perils of “rule of thumb”
A few years ago, I had a group of comfort

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

advisor trainees on a field trip to the Toronto
Home Show, a place where they could
experience first hand some of the finest
sales techniques in our industry. They were
instructed to act as a homeowner and to
inquire about cooling their cottage up North
(anywhere). The cottage was four seasons and
was approximately 1,400 square feet. If more

When we assess a home for air-conditioning,
we need to look for the hidden factors. I
am not talking about building materials
such as brick, siding, windows, two-pane
or three, insulated or argon, shaded or not,
direction they face, doors, patio doors, ceiling
insulation etc., but the other stuff.
Some of the things that can affect sizing
and performance are exhaust fans, HRVs, heat
sources such as pilot lights on fireplaces (some
get used in the summer too), abundance of
Please see ‘Looking’ on page 15
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The game changer in home comfort.
Lighter, smaller, easier, BETTER.

The KeepRite® ProComfort™ Deluxe 19 Air Conditioner and ProComfort™ Deluxe 18 Heat Pump with
SmartSense™7HFKQRORJ\TXLHWO\GHOLYHUVWHDG\FRPIRUWKLJKHUHI¿FLHQF\DQGVDYLQJVLQDPRUH
compact design, thanks to the variable-speed inverter. The air conditioner delivers a superior rating
of up to 19 SEER and the heat pump features ratings up to 19 SEER and 11 HSPF for optimal home
comfort levels. They are easier to sell, easier to service, and easier to install.

KeepRite® ProComfort™ AC & HP with
SmartSense™ Technology
Heating & Cooling Products

© 2018 International Comfort Products

GoKeepRite.com

Timely registration required.
See warranty certificate for
details and restrictions.

See warranty certificate for details.

QAir Conditioning

Looking for the hidden factors
Continued from page 13

appliances, televisions, hot tubs, lighting and
additions. Additional bedrooms mean more
people load.
Every bedroom has the potential for two
occupants and you should size accordingly.
Radiant in-floor spot heating is another
environmental condition that can put you
in an undersized condition. And finally, ask
questions about life style!
By asking questions you will find out if the
system you prescribe is capable of meeting
the expectations of the home owner. Many
times, when I have been called in to assist in a
homeowner complaint, I find that there was a
misunderstanding of needs and expectations
not clearly explained. You are better to say no
before you do an install than yes just to make
a sale.

Here’s another fallacy: “I don’t worry too
much about sizing an air conditioner as they
only come in 6,000 Btu increments anyway”
Horse pucky! Anyone who knows me knows
what that means!
Air conditioning is nothing more than a
highly efficient dehumidifier; the byproduct
is cool dry air. And no, they are not like
car engines where bigger is better! With
today’s technology you can fine tune an air
conditioner to deliver almost finite amounts
of cooling!

Tuning the AC unit
Once we have selected the condenser unit
based on our heat gain calculation, either
single stage, dual stage or now variable flow,
we can now start fine-tuning the capacity by
choosing an evaporator coil. This allows us to
narrow down the sizing. Next, we can chose

The contractor can further fine-tune AC
capacity through evaporator choice.
the thermal expansion valve (TXV) or fixed
orifice refrigerant meter. I prefer the TXV;
it helps to ensure I am getting the maximum
dehumidification by altering refrigerant flow
based on ambient temperatures. This allows
the coil to be equal temperatures over the entire
coil surface. The byproduct is more coil surface
Please see ‘Tuning on page 17

Cast-In-Place Firestop Sleeving System
• EASY TO STOCK, YES!
Significant new revenue streams

• TELESCOPING SLEEVES, YES!
Eliminate the need to cut sleeves on the jobsite

• LOCATOR WHISKERS, YES!

• FASTER INSTALL, YES!
6 times faster to install than makeshift methods

• UL LISTED FIRESTOP DEVICE, YES!
Meets and exceeds building code requirements

• MADE IN THE USA, YES!

Locate buried sleeves after concrete pour

EASY TO ORDER, STOCK & INVENTORY!
800-321-0316 | www.HOLDRITE.com/ﬁrestop-systems

FBC™ System Compatible* indicates that this product has been tested and monitored on an ongoing
basis, to assure its chemical compatibility with FlowGuard Gold®, BlazeMaster® and Corzan® pipe fittings.
*FBC™ FlowGuard Gold®, BlazeMaster® and Corzan® are licensed trademarks of The Lubrizol Corporation.

WATCH INSTALLATION VIDEOS ONLINE!
www.HoldRite.com/holdrite-product-videos
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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COLLECTION

Decelerating GLOBAL WARMING through ENERGY EFFICIENT HEATING
Canada’s cold climate means that space heating
DFFRXQWVIRUDUHPDUNDEOHɋRIWKHHQHUJ\XVHG
LQWKHDYHUDJH&DQDGLDQKRPHΖQFRPPHUFLDODQG
institutional settings, space heating accounts for
ɋRIHQHUJ\XVH

The challenge of heat pumps has long been their
HɝFLHQF\ DW ORZ RXWGRRU WHPSHUDWXUHV 7R IDFH
this challenge, GREE has developed core, patented
WHFKQRORJLHVZKLFKLQFOXGHɋ
• Low Temperature Two-stage Compressor
• Full 3-DC Inverter
• Bridge-free Digital PFC Control

6RXUFHɋ'LVWULEXWLRQRIUHVLGHQWLDOHQHUJ\XVHLQ&DQDGDȂ1DWXUDO5HVRXUFHV&DQDGD

These enable GREE heat pumps to heat and cool
in extreme climates, ȂɋȻ& IRU KHDWLQJ, ɋȻ& IRU
FRROLQJ, helping Canadians save up to ɋLQHQHUJ\
FRPSDUHGWRFRQYHQWLRQDOHOHFWULFKHDWLQJV\VWHPV

THE PRIMARY HEATING SOURCE
FOR CANADIAN HOUSEHOLDS

NEW
RETROFIT
ALL

EXTREME
'8&7/(666Ζ1*/(=21(

EXTREME
'8&7/(6608/7Ζ=21(

24V / R410A
SYSTEMS

UNIX
&(175$/'8&7('6<67(0

Come visit us at the MCEE show, April 24 and 25, in Montreal - Booth 927.

QAir Conditioning

Tuning the unit for the application
Continued from page 15

to extract the moisture out of the passing air.
The last thing that you can tweak to
achieve maximum efficiencies is to match
the airflow of the system to increase the
dehumidification.

breathe when they came out of the house
and auntie so and so always had a cold. I now
know that auntie so and so had too large of
an air conditioner and the house was now a
walk-in cooler, low on temperature and high
on humidity
Here’s a few fast facts to keep in mind:
• Prescription without diagnosis is malpractice.

• An air conditioner can be finely sized.
• It is our responsibility to size and set up
accordingly.
• A home properly equipped will be
comfortable at higher temperatures in the
summer.
• Humidity control is the key to indoor air
quality. 

R-22 is best for R-22 equipment.
If you need to change,

Arkema has your
R-22 Retroﬁt Solution
A TXV valve provides precise refrigerant
control that adjusts to ambient
temperature.
Some, if not all, VSM style air handlers
can set the fan operation to ramp up the
airflow slowly at first to allow the coil to get
up to temperature faster. This allows for the
evaporation cycle to start earlier in the cycle.
The opposite occurs at the end of the cycle
to allow evaporation to take place as the coil
starts to warm up.

The old days

407C

427A

Remembering back to my childhood, I recall
my grandparents saying that air-conditioning
makes people sick. They would say that auntie
so and so has one and they could hardly
Glenn Mellors was born
into a plumbing family and
started in the industry in
1973. He entered the HVAC
side of the business in the
80s, working in wholesale,
and then joined Lennox in
1992. In 2008 he joined the ClimateCare Cooperative Corporation, an Ontario contractor
group, where he is director of training and
implementation. Glenn can be reached at
gmellors@climatecare.com.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

407A

R-407C
Air Conditioning
R-427A
All around solution
for both A/C and
refrigeration
R-407A
Refrigeration

For more information call 416-614-3610 or
1-800-567-5726 x 230 or visit us on the web at

www.R22retrofits.com
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Advanced heat pumps
Samsung has expanded its Wind-Free advanced cooling line to
offer residential, light commercial and commercial models. The
system offers end-users with a cool indoor climate without the
discomfort of direct cold airflow. The Wind-Free residential heat
pump disperses cold air through 21,000 micro air holes. WindFree residential models can operate in two-stage mode and are
Wi-Fi enabled. In commercial applications, the Wind-Free oneway cassette models boast a wider supply air outlet opening and angle to increase air-throw
across the space while in standard operation mode, while the Wind-Free Four-Way and Mini
Four-Way cassette models feature motion detection sensors to monitor occupancy and adjust
operation.
Samsung www.samsunghvac.com

Ducted mini-split

Enhanced VRF system

Fujitsu introduces
their all new minisplit medium static
pressure duct indoor
unit for their single-zone
Halcyon mini-split line. The new RGLX line
is designed to heat or cool a whole house.
Units are available in seven sizes ranging
from 12,000 to 48,000 Btu/h with efficiency
ratings up to 21.3 SEER. It can be installed
in applications that require static pressure up
to 0.80-inch W.G. and offer and maximum
246 ft. piping length. Heating operation is
rated down to around minus 20C outdoor
temperature. The 12,000, 18,000 and 24,000
Btu/h RGLX models are Energy Star qualified.
Fujitsu www.FujitsuGeneral.com

LG Electronics has released
its enhanced Multi V5 VRF
system. It can operate in
ambient conditions down
to minus 30C. It includes
LG’s smart load control
and comfort cooling intelligence, which measures
ambient air humidity and temperature to
monitor changing weather conditions. Smart
heating works by extending the VRF system’s
heating run-hours between defrost cycles by
monitoring the building’s heating load, calculating the outdoor air dew point temperature
and, when possible, raising the outdoor coil
surface temperature to reduce frost on the
outdoor unit coil.
LG Electronics www.lg.com

Universal collar
The EasyCollar universal
collar and the DeflectAir
deflector from Marketair
are designed to enhance all brands of ductless and VRF/VRV ceiling cassettes in new
construction and retrofit applications. The
EasyCollar is a universal one-piece collar,
molded from glass fiber reinforced plastic. It
comes in three sizes, each of which are available in multiple depths from two to 12-inches.
The DeflectAir models deflect air in four directions to eliminate hot or cold drafts. They
mount underneath the cassette without
compromising airflow or access for filter replacement. Both are molded from Class II fire
resistant resin.
Marketair www.marketair.com

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Water source VRF
Johnson Controls’ Hitachi
Air Conditioning division introduced multiple
new products at the AHR
Expo in January 2019 –
including the Hitachi water source VRF heat
pump and heat recovery cooling and heating system. The unified single module units,
available is sizes from six to 18 tons, can be
used as heat pumps or heat recovery systems
and are available in 208/230 volt and 460V
configurations. These units have an integrated
energy efficiency ratio (IEER) of 20.3 to 29
and heating coefficient of performance (COP)
at 68 degrees Fahrenheit: 4.3 to 6.3.
Hitachi www.SmartFlex-HVAC.com
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GUARANTEED
ENERGY,
COST SAVINGS
Clear focus on goals kept
Quebec hospital upgrades
on target
By Bruce Nagy
In 1519, during the Spanish conquest of
Mexico, commander Hernán Cortés ordered
his troops to burn their ships after landing
so that they’d be forced to conquer or die. It
was his way of getting his team to focus on the
outcome without distraction, fix their eyes on

the prize, garder l’oeil sur le but (Keep your
eye on the goal).
Focus is also critical to construction and
mechanical professionals, especially those
working on large institutional projects, over
long timelines, with seemingly impossible
objectives. Quebec City engineering firm
EcoSystem continues to win awards, including
two in 2018 from ASHRAE, for their work on
complex asset renewal projects for a group of
Quebec hospitals.
They’re not burning ships and are not
expected to die for the company, but one of

the ways they remain focused is by putting
the expected outcomes right in the written
contract with the customer. It helps rule out
the option of making excuses or falling short.
“We guarantee the savings, the costs and the

We don’t like change
orders, so we focus
on the day-to-day details, and
we have gotten good at setting
a cost target and then
hitting it.
subsidies in writing,” said Cedric Bertrand,
project director for one of the hospital
projects. “So far it has worked for us. We
send an engineer about a year early, because
an integrated design approach is necessary to
meet our targets.”

Improvement without interruption

The Laval upgrade included new hot water tanks and piping.
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Bertrand was responsible for Laval University
Hospital (Centre hospitalier de l’Université
Laval), a 1.3 million square foot facility
that’s almost 100 years old. The mechanical
equipment positioning and some of the
HVAC equipment seemed as if they were
equally ancient. It’s really a children’s hospital,

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Project director Cedric Bertrand checks
that all is well with the new 850-ton
York CYK heat recovery chiller at Laval
University Hospital.

specializing in obstetrics, digestive disease
and chronic pain.
Improvements were done largely without
interrupting operations and, in cases where
sections could be closed, the schedule
windows were very short. During some of
the implementation period, 2012-2015, the
hospital was dealing with infection outbreaks
and local disease epidemics.
Meanwhile the upgrade needs were
extensive. Ecosystem converted most of the
old steam system to hot water, updating old
boilers, replacing miles of piping, and also
about 900 radiators on six floors.
They installed a new externally compounded
York CYK heat recovery chiller with two
centrifugal compressors in series, for an
increased temperature lift and higher condenser
temperature output. In general, the new hot
water network was designed for the lowest
possible hot water temperature to optimize the
efficiency of the heat recovery chiller.
“This model was originally designed to
work with a dry cooler in the water-scarce
Please see ‘Maintaining’ on page 23
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Bertrand with the new 350 hp steam boiler that handles the summer heating load.
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BIGGER AND BETTER.
Bradford White’s eF Series® now in 119 gallon capacity
Bradford White’s eF Series® of Ultra High Efﬁciency
Commercial Gas Water Heaters is proven to deliver
outstanding performance and efﬁciency.
• BIGGER! New 119 gallon capacity
• 399,999 and 499,000 BTU/hr. inputs
• ENERGY STAR® qualiﬁed 94% efﬁciency
• BETTER! Quicker, easier installation and maintenance
With this larger capacity in our line-up, the eF Series®
now delivers a great solution for any high-demand
need. You can conﬁdently recommend the proven
performance of the eF Series® for ALL your
commercial customers.

Learn more at bwforthepro.com

See the eF Series®
and much more at the

MCEE Show
April 24 & 25
Visit us at Booth #701

© 2019 Bradford White Corporation. All rights reserved.
BWPLHV0419
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Maintaining precise indoor
climate critical during upgrades
Continued from page 21

Middle East, so it goes up to 160F on the
condenser side,” added Bertrand. “We’re
doing a lot of heat recovery.”
The main cooling network and many
smaller cooling zones originally managed
by separate compressors are connected to
the cooling loop and the CYK evaporator.
The condenser side is connected on the hot
water heating loop return, upstream from the
boilers. He notes that prior to the project up
to 250 tons of cooling was used year-round by
conventional chillers and wastefully rejected
outside by the cooling towers.
They also added a geothermal field that
handles about 10 to 15 percent of the heat
load, and a solar wall that increases ventilation

air temperature by 15F. The solar wall, which
wraps around a rooftop penthouse, is about
2,500 square feet. The geothermal field
consists of 60 wells, each about 600 feet deep,
which potentially contribute 140 tons of prewarming or pre-cooling.
They installed sensors in the laboratory
fume hoods to modulate air frontal speed,
minimize air and energy exhaust and meet air
quality standards.
They also optimized ventilation, reducing
air changes to about four per hour from
approximately 12 previously, when it was
100 percent constant flow fresh air. And they
eliminated heating/cooling conflicts and
reviewed sequencing to optimize the existing
Delta/Siemens control systems.
Near the beginning of the project
implementation, they undertook a lighting
upgrade. “If we were doing the lights today,
we would have gone to LED. But they weren’t
the best choice at that time (2012). Since then
efficiency has increased and the LED price has
dropped,” said Bertrand.

Hôpital de l’Enfant-Jésus

The project also included a new
chiller system.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

“We also did geothermal and it was an
innovative approach, with diagonally drilled
wells under the parking lot, without affecting
hospital operations during construction,”
said Simon Verville, another Ecosystem
project designer. He is talking about Hôpital
de l’Enfant-Jésus, for which he was project
director. “Unfortunately, they are now
demolishing it for an excavation and major
expansion of the campus. We’re hoping the
geothermal will be redeployed in another
location on the site.”
At this one million sq. ft. hospital many
of the radiators were already hot water,
but most of the other equipment had to
be changed and, because the institution
specializes in traumatology, blood diseases
and neuroscience (nervous system),
implementation was perhaps even trickier.
Cancer wards require constant positive
pressure. Some patients have no immune

The new high efficiency equipment
required changes to piping and ductwork.
systems. Others are burn victims that are
highly sensitive to slight temperature changes.
In some areas supplementary heating was
required even during summertime. Special
fans and HEPA filters were brought in as well.
Key changes included the replacement of
two 1,300 BHP, asbestos-clad steam boilers
with eight new 120 BHP Buderus Logano
G615 hot water units by Bosch.
Again, they were converting to hot water,
but were able to reuse many of the steam
pipes. The condensate system was too small,
however, and most of it had to be upgraded.
At this site they again implemented a high
level of heat recovery, with two new high
temperature Daikin McQuay heat recovery
chillers, at about 200 tons each, that can
supply hot water up to 160F.
“It was all worth it,” says Verville. There
was a drastic drop in gas consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.”
Please see ‘Significant’ on page 25
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Significant energy savings at four hospitals
Continued from page 23

Savings measured and tabulated
The overall project included four hospital
sites. To date, energy savings have been
measured for several years at three of the
hospitals and one year at the fourth. Together
the four hospitals slashed energy consumption
by 29 per cent, generated $3.7 million in
savings each year, and reduced greenhouse
gas emissions by 52 percent (14,320 metric
tons per year). “At Laval University Hospital
they were using 5.2 million cubic metres of
gas before the renewal,” reported Bertrand.
“Afterwards it was 2.4 million.”
“Our actual results were 99, 100 and
102 percent of the targeted savings, so we
were accurate. We hit our cost and savings
targets and we obtained more subsidies than
promised. The overall payback was around
seven years, but that does not consider the

Simon Verville was project director for
the Hôpital de l’Enfant-Jésus project,
which included the installation of these
120 HP Bosch Buderus Logano G615 hot
water units.
asset renewal.”
The existing systems were all failing and
leaking, and the hospitals didn’t have the
budgets to fix them. The needed equipment
changes would have cost $10 million without
energy upgrades. “With this consideration,
the payback for the energy efficient portion is

around four years.”
“We don’t like change orders, so we
focus on the day-to-day details, and we
have gotten good at setting a cost target and
then hitting it,” says Bertrand. “I think the
bigger achievement on these projects was
implementing major enhancements without
interrupting hospital operations. That was
really a challenge.”
Ecosystem never lost sight of the goal, and
they didn’t have to burn their ships. 
Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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MCEE PRODUCT COMPETITION
FINALISTS ANNOUNCED

Montreal show expected to draw over 6,000 visitors
The industry spotlight will be on Montreal this month as the MCEE trade show returns to Place
Bonaventure April 24-25. Visitors can expect to see a full range of new products including,
heating, refrigeration, air conditioning, plumbing, hydronic heating, tools, software, trucks and
accessories, backflow, and electrical.
Organizers have announced the list of finalists for this years New Product Competition. Each
product will be judged by a panel of experts and the winners will be announced at a special
ceremony just prior to the show.
More than 80 new products in 13 categories will be on display in the New Product Showcase.
This year’s finalists in the plumbing and HVACR categories are:

Organizers are expecting about 6,000
visitors when MCEE returns to Place
Bonaventure this year.

Forced Air Heating and/or
Air Conditioning Products

Water Heaters (Domestic Water,
Space Heating, And Combo)

Software, Controls and
Related Components

Daikin Industries: VRV Aurora Air to Air
Heat Pump
Data Aire: gPod Climate Control Appliance
Direct Air: Magic Box Air to Air Heat Pump
Mitsubishi Electric: HVRF - VRF Hybrid Air
to Water Heat Pump

Rheem Canada: Professional Prestige
Combination Boiler
Rheem Canada: Tankless Water heater
Viessmann Manufacturing Company:
Vitotrans 300, S3HA - D3HA Indirect Water
Heater

EV sens (with Contact Délage):
EVA Electrical Measurement System
HBX Controls Systems: SensorLinx Btu
Metering System
Lutron: RadioRA2 Select Automation System

Hydronic Heating and/or Air
Conditioning Products

Plumbing Products and Faucets

IBC Technologies: SL Series G3
Condensing Boiler
Nimbus Advanced Process Cooling:
Virga Hybrid Adiabatic Cooling System
Riello: Array Condensing Boiler

ALT (with AD Waters): ThermOne
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
Delta Faucet: Solar Electronic Flush Valve &
Solar Electronic Lavatory Faucet
Franke Kindred Canada: Ozo-Flo Clinical
Hand Wash faucet

Hydronic Heating and/or
Air Conditioning Components

Pipes, Backflow Preventers, Cisterns
and Accessories

Refco Mfg: Gobi II & Combi Universal
Condensate Pumps
Smardt (with Enertrak): Hi-Lift Chiller
Taco Comfort Solutions Canada:
Taco - 0018e Recirculating Pump with
Bluetooth

Grohe: Sense & Sense Guard Water Leak
Detection System
Rectorseal: Check-Flo Backwater Valve
RWC Canada: StreamLabs (Monitor and
Control) Water Leak Detection System
Sinopé Technologies: Sedna5 Water Leak
Detection System

Forced Air Heating and/or
Ventilation and/or
Conditioning Components

Protective Tools, Hardware
and Equipment

Aeroseal: Aeroseal Duct Sealant
Blauberg: Vento Expert A50-1 S Pro Ductless
Heat Recovery Ventilator
Les industries Dettson: Smart
Zoning System

Flir Systems: Flir CM275 Thermal imaging
clamp meter
Fluke Corporation: T6-1000 Electrical Tester
Idéal Industries: Securitest IP Installation
and troubleshooting tester for camera system

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

MCEE opens at 10 a.m. on April 24. In
addition to over 400 exhibitors, there will
also be 22 free seminars over the two-days
covering topics in plumbing, hydronics,
HVAC/R, electrical and lighting. All will be
presented in French.
All visitors will receive ballots for the four
MCEE door prize draws. Two iPad Pros
and two Bose Home Speaker 500s will be
awarded. More than 6,000 industry visitors
are expected to attend.
Visitor registration is free until April 23.
Show hours are April 24 from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. and April 25 from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
MCEE (Mecanex, Climatex, Expoelectriq,
Eclairage) is produced by the Corporation
of Master Pipe Mechanics of Quebec
(CMMTQ), the Canadian Institute of
Plumbing and Heating (CIPH), the
Corporation of Master Electricians of
Quebec (CMEQ), and the Corporation des
entreprises en traitement de l’air et du froid
(CETAF). Please visit www.mcee.ca for more
information.
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&

HEAT PUMPS

HYDRONICS
Air-to-water, ground source gaining
ground for hydronic systems
By Roy Collver

In my last article, I mentioned that hydronics
trades people and designers should establish
proficiency in refrigeration and electrical
troubleshooting and repair. Some of you may
be wondering why I believe learning about
this stuff is becoming more important – so
here’s the deal:
External forces are starting to force the
hydronics world to go through a major
evolution away from burning fossil fuels.
The obvious contender is geothermal or geo
exchange. Ground source and water source
hydronic systems have been a growing niche
market for about four decades now.
The high cost of installation and the
difficulty in fitting them into many building
sites, however, has limited their proliferation,
and the industry has been keen to develop an
alternative. Enter the air-source to water heat
pump (ASHP), which has evolved rapidly in
the last ten years. The best innovations are
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yet to come. Generating heated water for
hydronic systems using this technology is
going to mushroom, when serious programs
aimed at carbon reduction are implemented
by governments.

a round hole in the hydronics industry with
condensing boilers, and air to water heat
pumps are a round peg that will fit right in.
The current class of ASHP machines have
been tweaked to be
able to efficiently
One of the biggest produce up to 60°C
Seamless
implementation
roadblocks towards ( 1 4 0 ° F ) w ate r at
The good news?
outdoor temperatures
Widespread adoption heat pump adoption will
as low as – 25°C
of gas condensing
( - 1 3 F ) . If you’ve
boilers over the last be the lack of trained
been accustomed to
two decades has set the technicians having expertise working with low
table for the seamless
temperature hydronics
implementation of in both hydronics
and condensing
ASHP te chnolog y.
boilers, the ASHP
Condensing boilers and refrigeration.
will be pretty much a
have always favored
direct substitute. As a
lower temperature water, continuous
bonus, the refrigeration cycle can be reversed
circulation, and the use of outdoor reset to
in hot weather to provide chilled water, which
match heat input to heat loss. We have drilled
then can be used for cooling when combined

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

This large air-to-water
heat pump is undergoing
commissioning at a B.C. school.

Pipe connections to the hydronic system are conventional, except that the heating
unit is outdoors.
with the right equipment.
Whereas a condensing boiler can be
contained entirely within the building
envelope, ASHP units require an outdoor
evaporator coil (in cooling mode it

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

becomes the condenser) to be placed within
reasonable proximity to the indoor unit and
interconnected with a refrigerant line set.
Most units also have the compressor located
in the outdoor unit and some have all of the

There is a whole lot of copper tubing in
a heat pump – basically a refrigeration
unit working in reverse.
equipment in the outside unit, with only
the hydronic supply and return water lines
penetrating the building envelope. Be aware
Please see ‘Large’ on page 31
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Engineering the world’s most advanced high-efﬁciency boilers and water heaters requires
more than just the right parts. It calls for the right people—people like Angel—who have a passion
for bringing it all together with energy and ambition. It’s a Lochinvar thing.

Visit Lochinvar.com to see the industry’s broadest line of high-efﬁciency boilers and water heaters.
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Dealing with what is essentially an
electric device requires a different skill
set and different trade licenses.

condenser coil, re-vaporize a portion of it in
the process, and inject that vapor back into
the compressor to help it work better at colder
outdoor temperatures. Say what? If this goes
completely over your head, you aren’t alone
– bringing me to a very important thing the
hydronics industry needs to do to help this
technology thrive.

Refrigeration training needed

Large applications may
require staging
Continued from page 29

Scalable for the application

that these units need some space around them
for free airflow, they require an electrical
supply with disconnect at the unit and they
can be noisy.
There are some interesting Canadian
units in the market today, along with some
American equipment, and a whole lot of
Asian equipment, much of it private labeled
by North American manufacturers. Currently,
the distribution channels are all over the
place - from strict manufacturer-controlled
dealership arrangements to an emerging
wholesale effort, and even direct to consumer
internet sales (what could possibly go wrong
with that?).

ASHP units are scalable for heating single
apartment sized spaces all the way up to
large commercial projects like schools and
apartment buildings. There really isn’t an
upper limit when combining multiple units
– it’s much like staging multiple condensing
boilers. Auxiliary loads can also be easily
handled with ASHP units, DHW, pools and
spa heating – even snow melting systems.
Refrigeration engineers are making use of
de-superheat exchangers to grab heat from
the high temperature, high pressure gasses
coming out of a compressor and transferring
it to auxiliary loads that can use it. In a further
bit of razzle-dazzle heat swapping, other
secondary heat exchangers are used to subcool some of the refrigerant coming out of the

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

One of the biggest roadblocks towards
heat pump adoption will be the lack of
trained technicians having expertise in both
hydronics and refrigeration. This has been
a brewing storm for many years, and I have
noted it many times in the past. In large parts
of our country, plumbing professionals have
been installing hydronic systems. In other
areas, HVAC technicians or gas fitters have
been getting the work while steam fitters do
the job in a few spots. None of these trades,
on their own, have all of the necessary skills
and knowledge to design, install, service and
troubleshoot a complex hydronic system that
uses a heat pump as the source of heated
water.
I have been working on this problem for
over three decades, by encouraging plumbing
professionals to become knowledgeable in
electrical troubleshooting, and controls, and
HVAC technology, and fuel utilization – all
the while encouraging HVAC professionals
to learn the plumbing skills needed for
hydronics.
Now, here we go, throwing refrigeration
into the mix. Bazinga! Hydronics has just
Please see ‘Enhanced’ on page 33
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Enhanced technician training needed
Continued from page 31

presented you with a lifelong learning curve,
but at least you won’t get bored.
I think it is high time the relevant industry
groups (HRAI, CIPH, provincial trades
organizations, unions, colleges and the like)
have some meetings and figure out how we
are going to do this.
I believe heat pumps have been getting
a bad rap as being unreliable and prone to
breakdown. Yes, there are junky machines out
there suffering from premature failure, but a
large percentage of the problems have resulted
from improper installation, commissioning
and servicing by people who just need more
knowledge and oversight. There is no magic
bullet for this – it is going to take hard work
and a re-think about how we train people.
And all of this in the midst of the biggest

skilled tradesperson shortage in our history.
Some of us believe the ASHP is going to
be the near future of hydronics, so we have
no time to lose in dealing with the situation.
Electrical grids, right now, are being enhanced
by the addition of renewable energy sources
like wind and solar, while also becoming
stabilized and bolstered by the addition
of enhanced megawatt battery storage
systems. Fossil fuels are being increasingly
marginalized, with phase-out plans being
announced regularly.
For selfish reasons, I really don’t like this
either. I am the condensing gas boiler guy
– 40 years of learning, and what now? My
knowledge is being severely devalued, and
I hate it – but one has to face reality or fade
away. These changes are picking up pace and
it isn’t all bad. In an increasingly electrified
world, we in the hydronics industry have

been presented with a great opportunity and
a new lease on our careers (unlike, say, coal
miners). The development and enhancement
of the ASHP for hydronics is really just
beginning, with much more finesse yet to
come (hardware, software, controls). These
units have become popular choices in Europe
and Asia and, as we’ve done previously with
so much of their hydronic technology, we
need to pick what works for us and make it
ours. 

Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Juston Becker commissions
the new boiler.

Historic home boiler

RETROFIT
Combining the old and new
requires special consideration
By Simon Blake

After years of service, it was time to
replace the old boiler. But first, the
asbestos wrapped pipes had to be
dealt with.
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One of the oldest homes in Oshawa,
Ont. was a good candidate for an energy
efficiency update when the existing cast
iron natural draft boiler started giving
trouble after more than 30 years of
reliable service.
167 Simcoe St. North is a large threestorey century home that has been
converted to offices, with the dental
office of building owner Dr. Timothy
Wagner on the main floor and,
coincidentally, the offices of Plumbing
& HVAC Magazine on the second floor.
The top floor is vacant.
The building’s nine original cast iron
radiators provide heating for the main
floor and basement. At some point in
the building’s history, the cast iron
radiators on the second and top floors
were cut off from the system, although
they remain in place, and replaced by a forced air
furnace in the attic.
Wagner called on Advantage Airtech Ltd.
of Pickering, Ont. to recommend a

solution.
Installation supervisor and chief estimator
Erich McDonald, after taking a good look
at the existing installation, recommended a
floor mounted LAARS Mascot 140,000 Btu/h
modulating condensing combi boiler. It
operates at 95 percent AFUE and modulates
down to 10-1. It replaced the existing
HydroTherm boiler, which was about 70
percent efficient, McDonald estimates.

Ideal condensing application
Cast iron radiators typically operate at about
130 to 140F. “So, it made sense to go to a
high efficiency condensing boiler,” he added.
A low temperature system like this takes
maximum advantage of modern condensing
boiler technology. The demand for domestic
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The century home has its original cast iron radiators which operate
at 130-140F – ideal for a condensing application.

The existing
system was
one continuous loop,
something that wouldn’t
work with a modern
condensing boiler.
hot water was quite low as there is no one
living in the building and the only real
DHW requirement is for washing hands.
The building had a rental water heater, so
installing a combi boiler with DHW made

sense. The Mascot boiler
has a built-in miniindirect DHW tank. That
ensures that hot water is
available immediately
and, when there is a call
for more, the boiler makes additional DHW
as required.
For Wagner, this space heating and DHW
solution will result in a substantial operating
cost savings through better energy efficiency
from the boiler, reduced DHW energy use
and, perhaps above all, no longer having to
pay a rental fee on the hot water tank.

Cramped quarters
Like any old building, there were challenges.
The ceiling was low, and space was tight in
the mechanical room. “It was a very tight
contained space we had to work in to get all
the piping to work,” noted McDonald.
The original hydronic piping was
wrapped in asbestos. Originally, the plan

was to just remove enough of it to work
on the boiler. “We could have possibly
worked around it, but we had a
discussion with Dr. Wagner and he had
already priced out removal, so we
determined that it would be best just to get
the basement done at that point. That way,
there’s no risk to anybody,” said McDonald.
Alliance Environmental & Abatement
Contractors Inc., Scarborough, Ont.,
removed the asbestos.
Like many old systems, this one had been
repaired and reconfigured many times, noted
lead HVAC installer Juston Becker, who
with apprentice Spencer Allison installed the
new system. Step one was to figure out the
original piping worked, he added.

New piping arrangement
The existing system was one continuous
loop, something that wouldn’t work with a
modern condensing boiler.
Please see 'Piping' on page 37
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QHot Water Heating
to bleed radiators. There was no nearby floor drain, so a condensate
pump had to be added.
The only issue that came up was that the existing pump wouldn’t
work with the new system and some additional re-piping was required.

Co-ordinated control

Spencer Allison, left, and Becker revised the piping to work
with the new condensing boiler.

Piping reconfigured

The system is controlled through the thermostat on the main floor.
The company installed a zone box so that when there is a call for heat,
the pump in the secondary loop comes on and starts to move water
through the system. This triggers the boiler control, which fires up the
boiler and turns on the pump on the primary loop.
Advantage Airtech Ltd. has done many boiler and furnace
retrofits in historic buildings over the years, noted McDonald. With
15 employees, the company does service, new installations and
retrofits in residential, commercial and industrial buildings in a large
area that encompasses the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
The new boiler system at 167 Simcoe Street North is a
typical example of the way the company upgrades an older
hydronic system with modern equipment while maintaining the
best features of the existing system such as, in this case, the cast
iron radiators, which are still common in many parts of Canada. 

Continued from page 35

That meant that Advantage Airtech Ltd. had to reconfigure the
piping into a primary/secondary loop system with an additional
pump for the secondary loop. “We went from an old style, just one
big zone loop, to a primary/secondary piping arrangement,” noted
McDonald. That meant connecting the existing piping together to
form the secondary loop and then creating a new, and very short,
loop for the primary. “Basically, it just comes out of the boiler and
goes back into the boiler,” said McDonald.
Why go to all that trouble? “It just maintains proper flow through the
boiler at all times. For these new high efficiency boilers, flow through
the boiler is critical. The old cast iron boilers could take a (lot of abuse).
Low flow, high flow, they just worked. The small heat exchangers in
today’s boilers need flow through them or they overheat. They can burn
out very quickly if there’s limited flow through them.”
The old system pumped away from the boiler; the new system
pumps through the boiler
to maintain the correct
flow rate, explained Becker.
A certain flow rate is also
required to trigger the
flow switches in today’s
condensing boilers.
Much of the original
steel piping was replaced
with Type L copper. A Taco
This included modifying the system Air Scoop (air separator)
was added to help remove
into a primary/secondary loop
configuration, with a short primary air from the system and
minimize the time needed
loop for the boiler.
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• 1.5 million square foot state of the art factory
• Canadian warehouse ensures quick delivery!

Utility, Sump, Sewage, and Well pumps!
160 Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 4, Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4A9
Ph: (905) 532-0082 Email: sales@hena.ca

British Columbia and Alberta:
Lowe Mechanical Sales Inc.
1-403-770-9322
www.LoweSales.com

Northern Ontario/Northern Quebec:
Integrity Sales
Ph.: 249-358-0870
Email: sean@integritysales.ca

Saskatchewan & Manitoba:
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Hydronitech Inc.
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Reward Yourself.
Join For Free!
Join Wolseley PRO Rewards for
free and start earning points on your
purchases. It’s free and easy.
The more you spend, the more you
can reward yourself.

Buy. Earn. Get Stuff.
• Free to enroll
• Simple and easy way to collect points
• Purchase on Wolseley Express and
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– earn bonus points
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items ranging from clothing, electronics
to gift cards

S
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LG, Canplas and Silverline until May 31, 2019.

The more you buy, the bigger your rewards.

Sign up today at WolseleyProRewards.com.
Shop online and get 24/7
access to your account!

QHeating
Fire tube combi-boilers
New NFC Series stainless fire tube combi-boilers from Navien are available
in two sizes, NFC-175 (175,000 BTU/H) and NFC-200 (199,900 BTU/H).
Designed for retrofit and new construction in homes and light commercial
buildings, these units include an easily serviced heat exchanger, advanced
controls, built-in DHW module, common venting capability with up to eight
units, cascading capability up to 16 units, and built-in hardware to connect
up to three zone pumps. They also come with the company’s NaviClean
magnetic filter, an isolation valve kit and an NFC primary manifold.
Navien www.navienInc.com

HVAC design tool
The Hydronic Industry Alliance-Commercial
(HIA-C), a committee of the Radiant
Professionals Alliance (RPA), has upgraded
its total commercial building HVAC system. It
is available online at no charge. The Building
Efficiency System Tool (BEST) has solved
the issue of being able to accurately compare
different styles of HVAC systems which are
all tested to different standards with various
efficiency ratings (EER, IEER, SEER, COP,

HSPF). The Best 2.0 now has an easier-to-use
dashboard feature preloaded with different
system configurations. The underlying
algorithms use the Building Energy Efficiency
Ratio (BEER) which takes certified AHRI
data, manufacturer’s polished performance
data at multiple performance points, and
combines them to bridge the gap between
certified equipment efficiencies.
Hydronic Industry Alliance 
www.HIA-C.org

Larger
capacity VRP
Friedrich
Air
Conditioning is offering a new Variable
Refrigerant Packaged
(VRP) heat pump system
in a larger three-ton size,
designed for multi-family and light-commercial
applications. It features
Friedrich’s variable refrigerant flow and a
precision inverter compressor designed to deliver cooling and
heating. It is available in a closet-mounted,
single packaged unit. It has a MERV-8 air
filtration rating. It utilizes its FreshAire technology which helps building owners meet
ASHRAE 62.1-2013, the standard for commissioned fresh air.
Friedrich Air Conditioning 
www.friedrich.com

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN COUNT ON.
PROFESSIONALS YOU CAN TRUST!
Canplas offers a comprehensive range of
integrated solutions to meet the needs of
engineers, contractors and distributors in
commercial, institutional, industrial and
residential construction.

canplasplumbing.com
1-800-461-5300
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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Help your customers avoid
a catastrophe with a water
alarm shutoff!
By Leah Den Hartogh

Uponor’s Kate Olinger explains the company’s Phyn Plus smart leak detection system
to a contractor at the 2018 Uponor Convention in Las Vegas.
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Water damage can be a silent house killer
– the homeowner may not be aware of a
leak until it’s too late. On the other hand,
the bottom might drop out of the water
tank, a washing machine hose might break,
or a pipe connection might burst, and the
resulting flood will be immediately apparent.
But manufacturers have designed systems
and valves to limit the potential for leaks or
floods. Water alarm and shutoff systems can
go a long way in protecting your customer’s
property.
It may also help the plumbing company
establish a long-term relationship with the
customer, remarked Maggie DoRego, product
marketing manager at Lixil Canada Inc.,
Mississauga, Ont. “In addition to

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The Taco LeakBreaker
works with the company’s
E-Link smart home
monitoring system.

Companies currently offering these types of
systems include Watts, American Standard,
Honeywell and Samsung, to name a few.
Taco offers two main types of water alarm
and shutoff systems – the Flood Breaker
(introduced in 2014) and Leak Breaker
(introduced in 2016). The Flood Breaker is
installed on the water line where it enters the
house. It monitors several aspects of water
usage to determine when there is something
unusual, indicating a leak.
In one case, a homeowner installed the

The Grohe Sense Guard
provides whole home
protection.

installed on the water heater. It is available with
Taco’s E-link home monitoring system that
sends homeowners emails or text alerts when
the product has shut the water off due to a
leak. It can be set up with more than one email
or phone number, including the contractor’s.
“E-link is great for homeowners that are wanting

In addition to
maintenance only,
professional plumbers can
now increase the trust and
satisfaction rate of their
customers by offering a
new service of
prevention solutions.
to know what is going on in their house when
they aren’t there,” said Brindamour.
These systems have become more popular
over the last few years. Many plumbers are
being asked by homeowners to install one
of these systems, said Brindamour. Not only
do they add extra value to the homeowner,
but they present a great sales opportunity for
plumbing companies.

All new products
maintenance only, professional plumbers can
now increase the trust and satisfaction rate of
their customers by offering a new service of
prevention solutions.”
Each company has a different solution, so
there are several options for homeowners.
“New products are constantly being added to
this industry,” said Rick Brindamour, product
manager of valves and accessories for Taco
Home Comfort, Cranston, Rhode Island.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Flood Breaker and received a notification
that there was some type of leak but couldn’t
find the source. He called Taco for help
to troubleshoot the problem. Per Taco’s
instructions, he put food dye into his toilet
system. He discovered that the toilet was
leaking and was able to fix the issue.
Taco’s Leak Breaker works in
a similar way but is

One of the newer developments in this
industry comes from Lixil with their release
of two new products in December: the Grohe
Sense and Grohe Sense Guard. Similar to
Please see ‘Smart’ on page 43
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QPlumbing

Smart systems provide
new level of protection
Continued from page 41

Taco’s Flood Breaker, the Grohe Sense Guard
is installed in the water line into the house.
However, this system utilizes multiple sensors
to track water pressure and the flow of water
in the house, as well as measuring the general
water consumption, reported DoRego.

water which, in turn, will result in a decreased
rate of false activations.”
The Grohe Sense Guard is available
together or separately with the Grohe Sense.
The Sense is a smart water sensor that is
placed in the home wherever there may be
a risk of leaks or floods, such as basements,
laundry rooms, bathrooms or kitchens. It

quarter inch or one-inch water supply lines.
The Uponor Pro Squad contractor program
offers another option for contractors with the
company’s Phyn “smart water assistant and
shutoff ” system that attaches to the main
water line. An app notifies t he homeowner
– or plumber – when there’s a problem. The
water can be shut off from a smart phone and,
if the Phyn system detects a larger leak, it
shuts down the system automatically.
The system also runs daily tests to discover
when there is a hidden drip or smaller leak
before it becomes a larger problem. And it
monitors and records how much water is used
daily, weekly and monthly to allow homeowners
to keep on track of their water use.
Some insurance companies may offer
discounts to homeowners for installing a
water monitor system in their house, which
may be another selling point for plumbers. It
varies based on the insurance provider. The
insurance Bureau of Canada suggests that
homeowners check with their provider to see
if they qualify for discounts.

Slow to catch on
The Grohe Sense
operates either as
a stand-alone leak
detector or with the
company’s whole
house system.

It will automatically turn the water supply
off when it detects unusual water activity and
alerts the homeowner through the Grohe
Ondus app. The app is compatible with Apple
and Android mobile devices. It will also
measure the system temperature to indicate
the risk of frost and periodically conduct
micro leakage tests by measuring and tracking
pressure drops in the water line.
The entire system is self learning. “This
smart technology allows each home to have
a customized detection system
based on how they use

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

alerts the homeowner with an alarm sound
through the “puck-sized” sensor and through
the smartphone app, reported DoRego.

Water heater alarm
Watts and Uponor also offer flood protection
systems. The Watts FloodSafe is designed to
prevent water heater leaks from becoming
catastrophic. It detects the presence of water
on the floor or in a drain pan beneath the
water heater and automatically shuts off the
water supply and power source to the water
heater. The system is sized
for three-

Bradford White Canada, Halton Hills, Ont.,
partnered with another manufacturer about
seven years ago on a leak detection device, but
stopped offering it after a couple years because
“it just didn’t catch on,” said Paul McDonald,
general manager. “Not enough people take
advantage of these systems,” he said. Only a few
hundred of the device, which was an add-on to
the water heater, were sold. The unit cost $300
and that was likely a factor, he added.
That being said, McDonald remarked that
there are still benefits to both homeowners
and plumbers. “If it’s sensing a leak, it’s because
there’s a leak! The heater is going to have to be
replaced anyway. It works for the plumber.”
And anyone who has ever experienced a
flood knows that the cost is miniscule compared
to the cost and hassle of flood repair. 
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Q Faucets and Fixtures
Universal soap dispenser

Outdoor shower

The new Blanco Lato soap dispenser
family features a universal design that can
easily be paired with faucet styles. They
are available in nine different finishes
including chrome, stainless steel and
seven split finishes to co-ordinate with
Silgranit sink colours. They also feature
a 300 ml under-deck soap container that
can be filled from above.
Blanco www.blanco-germany.com/ca

Bradley’s new gravity fed safety showers provide
a solution where there is no access to water.
The S19390 Series Gravity Fed Safety Showers
are equipped with a detachable, durable and
heavy-duty steel frame and 550-gallon water
tank. The frame and tank are designed to meet
International Building Code and ASCE Code. It
delivers ANSI/IDEA Z358.1 required 15-minute
flush for simultaneous drench shower and eye/
face wash activation. Bradley’s Halo eye/face
wash technology delivers 85 per cent facial
coverage.
Bradley www.bradleycorp.com

Add a free-standing bath
Zoeller Canada introduces their new Qwik Jon Ultima
grinder tank toilet. It is an economical pump and sewage system designed for free standing bathrooms in
unplumbed locations. It is also ideal for putting
a bathroom in a basement where gravity flow
is a challenge. The Qwik Jon Ultima is powered
by a ½ HP motor and available in multiple configurations.
Zoeller zoeller.com

New flush valve finish
Delta Faucet has introduced a new finish for its
81T Series electronic flush valve – matte black with
chrome. These new finishes are available with all
Delta Faucet water closet and urinal models, in
either hardwired or battery-operated versions.
Delta Faucet www.deltafaucet.ca

ADD STYLE
TO YOUR

KITCHEN
____
with the new Mythic
2-jet spray kitchen faucet
available in 3 different ﬁnishes:

Chrome

Stainless
Steel

Black

RIOBEL.CA
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SAVE MORE TIME.

BE MORE
PROFITABLE.

When you choose
thermoplastic systems
from IPEX, you get more.
MORE

The peace of mind of knowing
our technical support staff is there for
you whether you’re an installer on-site,
an engineer designing a system or when
you’re working with inspectors.

MORE

Only IPEX offers complete
Potable Water, Drainage, and
Flue Gas Venting Systems of Pipe,
Fittings, and Cements.

MORE

In addition to technical
literature we provide detailed
information on product attributes,
uses, and installation procedures –
everything you need to know.

POTABLE WATER PIPING SYSTEMS

So, do you want more? Contact us
today and get the IPEX Advantage.
1-866-473-9462

|

ipexna.com

Mechanical
Piping Systems

AquaRise® and the colour of the AquaRise® pipes and ﬁttings are registered trademarks. Distributed in Canada by IPEX Inc., Mississauga, Ontario.
System 15®, System XFR®, and System 636® are registered trademarks.

QPipes, Valves & Fittings

This plumber/pipefitter is joining
a number of different types of
pipe with Viega ProPress.

Everything about

PIPING

Online resource reduces confusion,
provides direct link to manufacturers
By Simon Blake

T

his issue of Plumbing & HVAC was
intended to include an article on
mechanical pipe joining systems. It’s a broad
topic that includes a myriad of different types
of pipe, joining systems and the applications
in which they can or cannot be used. Where
does one start?
It’s a challenge for a writer, but it has
also been a challenge for contractors and
engineers over the years. The Mechanical
Contractors Association of America
(MCAA), headquartered in Rockville,
Maryland, just outside of Washington, D.C.,
decided to do something about it.
Working with manufacturers, MCAA’s
Mechanical Contracting Education and
Research Foundation (MCERF) developed
the Online Piping and Usage Specification or
Please see ‘Learning’ on page 49
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Learning tool for new employees
Continued from page 47

OPUS. Found online at www.opuspiping.org,
it is a guide to every type of piping currently
approved for use in North America with
applications and joining methods.
“OPUS really became a one-trick pony,
though the trick was to provide a one-stop
shop for the basic methods and materials and
how they are joined with a link to the vendors
of those products who can give you additional
information. It also helps you develop actual
living relationships with those people,” reported
MCERF executive director Dennis Langley.
OPUS is designed to give the engineer or
contractor enough information to make an
informed decision. Click on an application,
such as hydronic heating, for example, and
it provides the different pipe materials that
can be used in hydronic systems – carbon
steel, PEX and copper. The user then clicks
on the type of piping they want to use, and it
provides considerable detail on benefits for the
application, system application and material
usage, joining methods and related suppliers.

Unfamiliar systems
Who uses OPUS? It may be a contractor or
engineer looking for a different way to do a
particular project.
Where contractors will find OPUS
particularly useful is when they are called
upon to work on an unfamiliar system.
Perhaps they do hydronic heating and get
called in to service a steam system. They
would simply go under ‘Systems’ and click
on ‘Steam’ to learn how they work, and the
different components and pipe materials
involved.
The OPUS site covers many different
systems with detailed explanations of how
they work and the piping materials that can
be used.
And it’s not just piping. There are sections
on hangers and supports, valves and fittings.
The valves section includes, among many
things, backflow prevention. There is a section
on specialty items like air vents, expansion
joints, pressure reducing valves, steam traps,
vibration control, etc. Special topics include
green construction and seismic (earthquake
zone) piping.
Many contractors and engineering
firms also use OPUS as a resource for new
employees, said Langley. “(They may) have a
lot of book smarts but maybe don’t know how
materials can be joined, which materials can
be joined, which materials can be used for
what and who the vendors are – who they can
seek out for advice on certain materials.”
Many colleges and universities are using
OPUS, including McMaster University in
Hamilton, Ont., he added. Professors give
students assignments that require the use of
OPUS to find the materials they would specify
and defend those choices.

When joining different pipe materials,
OPUS tells the contractor what materials
are compatible and how to join them.

The big black book

This worker is installing Victaulic
couplings. Both Victaulic and Viega are
participants in the OPUS program.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

OPUS started with a “big black book”
titled The Guideline for Quality Piping
Installation that MCAA used to produce for
its members.
“It was the core body of knowledge in our
Please see ‘Quick’ on page 51
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INTRODUCING THE MOST EFFICIENT AND
ECONOMICAL WAY TO JOIN ½" THROUGH 2"
CARBON STEEL PIPING SYSTEMS

victaulic.com | quickvicsd.com
© 2019 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

•

Available in sizes ½ – 2" | DN15 – DN50

•

For use on Schedules 10 – 80 carbon steel pipe

•

Up to 300 psi | 2068 kPa | 21 bar

•

Up to +250°F | +120°C with EPDM gasket

QPipes, Valves & Fittings

Quick solutions for
difficult piping questions
Continued from page 49

industry of the materials we used, the way
you joined them, what the basic components
were. It had definitions, it had some pictures
and a lot of diagrams. It was a lot of really
super information and it was even better for
the fact that it was a place where a number
of our contractors who were typically
competitors during the day and manufacturer
suppliers who were obviously competitors
got together, checked their egos at the door,
and said we need to put together something
for the industry that tells everybody what the
basic methods and materials of our industry
are, how you join those and where you go to
find people who can help you,” said Langley.
But it was difficult and expensive to update.
With the rapid expansion of the number of
new products in the industry it became almost
impossible. And with everything going to the
Internet, the Foundation wondered if people
were going to keep using it. “The question
was, are we going to reprint this,” said Langley.
In 2004 the Foundation put together a
task force to move OPUS online. The initial
thought was to simply scan it into PDF files
and put it on the Internet. However, the
organization received considerable feedback
about many other things that could be added
with an online resource.
“We could put in “what-if scenarios” – what
if you have a requirement for stainless steel
pipe, can you put glass with it; can you put
copper with it? Which materials go together,
what are the properties of given materials,
what are the definitions and processes, what
are the codes, and so forth?”
The simple little project was taking on a life
of its own and becoming complicated. “We
decided we would build all that, so we went to
our friends at QuickPen,” a Denver, Coloradobased mechanical design software company.
They offered to develop and host an OPUS
website. “They thought that was kind of a cool
idea,” said Langley. They might not have been
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so enthusiastic had they realized how much
work was going to be involved. One QuickPen
employee basically ended up working full
time on OPUS.
All the information in the big black book
was updated and uploaded. Drawings were
replaced with photographs, and photographs

Better than Google
At one point the Foundation almost stopped
supporting OPUS because a number of
members believed that everything that
was in OPUS could be found on Google,
reported Langley. “Low and behold, we had
a lot of people asking where it was, why it
hadn’t been updated and all of a sudden
there was kind of a firestorm (to get it back
on track).”
The Foundation started supporting it again
and brought it all up to date. “It has not been
supplanted by the Internet,” Langley added.

It’s not just about pipe. OPUS also includes considerable details on hangers, valves,
vibration reduction and many other components and methods for building pipe systems.
were found for many products that didn’t
have them.
Today, the OPUS website is updated with
new information, new pictures and anything
else that requires updating, about three times
a year.
All information on the OPUS website is
linked to the websites of manufacturers that
make related products. Each manufacturer that
participates in OPUS has a person responsible
for updating that company’s material as new
products are added or existing products are
upgraded. “If it’s not the latest, it’s because the
vendors haven’t done it,” he said.

“How many rabbit holes will you go down (on
Google) before you get a solution that would
take you five minutes on OPUS?
“And to get a direct linkage to the vendors
who can answer any specific questions… you
don’t get that from the Google search because
this is a pretty specific industry and you are
looking at some very specific things.”
“It may be a one-trick pony, but it does that
trick very well,” says Langley, who retired on
April 1. Mechanical pipe joining systems? It is
covered in more detail at www.opuspiping.org
than any single magazine article could hope
to do. 
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Better drain cleaning

Remote valve timer

General Pipe Cleaners has introduced their
new 5R-10 Force Multiplier Sectional Cable
for sectional drain cleaning machines. It can be
used in confined and hard-to-access areas with
the new five foot by seven-eighth inch sectional
cable. It can be used in bathrooms, kitchens,
basements, and even roofs. The shorter cable allows for better control,
and reduces the risk of spraying walls, flood, carpets, and cabinets from
exposed wet 15-foot cables.
General Pipe Cleaners www.drainbrain.com

Bonomi’s new VT series remote valve timer switch
gives users advanced multi-function control of
critical valve operations and solves difficult access
issues. It is available in AC or DC models and can be
connected directly to an electrically actuated valve or
solenoid on a pneumatic actuated valve. It can also
support irrigation systems, filtration systems, boiler blowdown, and
industrial plant operations. It has a three-digit LCD display for set time
and run time. The operating temperature range is minus 10C to 55C.
Bonomi www.bonominorthamerica.com

Large grease interceptor

Drain trap seal

MIFAB’S Big Max Large Grease Interceptor
is manufactured from high density
polypropylene. The 3/8” wall thickness and
ribbed body design provides extra structural
integrity, allowing installation without the
use of a backhoe or crane. Standard features
include a narrow width that allows the interceptor to fit through
doorways and down stairwells, sample port access, and an H-20 loadrated lid. It is available 75 and 100 GPM models.
MIFAB www.mifab.com

IPS Corporation has announced the launch of AB&A’s
floor drain trap seal – Trap-Tite. The Trap-Tite is
designed to be used in conjunction with a code
approved trap seal in drainage systems. The
sealing rings on the outer edge keep the device
in place for the life of the product while the inner flaps
open to allow liquid to flow down the drain and close to prevent sewer
gases and bugs from entering the building. It is available in all common
pipe sizes from two to four inches.
IPS Corporation www.ipscorp.com

You need
You provid
provide
ide answers ttoo cust
customer
tomer ch
challenges,
hallllenges andd
for more than 75 years the Little Giant® brand
has provided the dependable, water-guzzling
solutions. When you combine our passion with
yours, together we help prevent unnecessary
damage to their valuables by eliminating
unwanted water collection before it starts.

littlegiant.com
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EVERY
PLUMBER
SHOULD
HAVE ONE
OF THESE

!

A look at some handy dandy tools to
have in the truck
By Simon Blake & Leah Den Hartogh
We asked plumbing manufacturers and suppliers to suggest
one tool that every plumber should have in their truck. The
suggestions that came back covered a wide range of products
– some of them new and some as much as 50 years old.
The ideas ranged from the simple and inexpensive to
the complex and, well, more expensive. Some of the more
inexpensive tools are a no-brainer for anyone doing plumbing
service. Those at the other end of the spectrum may or may
not make sense depending on the type of work you do.

A better
plunger

Every plumber has a toilet
plunger. In fact, just about
every homeowner has one too.
Some years ago, Calgary plumber Mike Scheuerman thought:
“Crap, there’s got to be a better way.”
So, he set out to build a better toilet clog clearing tool, using
plumbing pipe and other readily available materials. That was the
original Clog Boss.
A number of years and one CBC Dragon’s Den appearance later,
the Clog Boss has been refined into a very quick and effective tool
for clearing toilets.
A conventional cup-type toilet plunger fits over the drain, which
allows pressure to escape backward through the siphon jet and out
the rim jets, making it difficult to maintain pressure. The “Universal
Toilet Tip” on the Clog Boss fits deep into the drain, beyond the
siphon jet, isolating the trap and putting the full pressure into
clearing the clog.
By pushing and pulling on the handle, the plumber can generate
positive and negative forces. These powerful hydraulic impulses
can be used to tear packed waste solids into smaller parts, reducing
the overall viscosity.
Once this is achieved, the remaining contents can be flushed,
and normal service can be restored. “This way you can do your
business and keep things moving,” says Scheuerman.
Please visit www.clogboss.ca for more information.
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Quicker
drain
cleaning

The Kinetic Water Ram from
General Pipe Cleaners could be
considered the grand-daddy of tools
in this selection. It has been around
since the early 60s and has been

refined over time.
And while it may look somewhat similar to the Clog Boss,
it functions in a very different way and is designed to clear
blockages much further down the drain.
It uses compressed air to generate a shock wave that
pulverizes the stoppage instantly. The shock wave bypasses
vents and goes around bends to reach the stoppage with only
two percent loss of power. The built-in pump and pressure
gauge let the operator select the right amount of force for
each job. It is designed to clear drains from 1-1/2 to four
inches.
If you do need to clear a toilet, General offers a toilet
attachment – a cone – that screws into the tool to get a better
seal in the toilet bowl.
For more information, please visit www.drainbrain.com/ram.
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Flooding is Expensive.
Protection Isn’t.
The New Standard for Plumbing
Connected technology and internetenabled products are not the future.
They’re here.
SentryPlus Alert™ Technology by
Watts uses these innovations
to detect and protect
against excessive
Reduced Pressure
Zone (RPZ)
discharge.

Multiple wireless alerts
Flood Alerts Via Text, Email, or Phone Call

Upgrade with ease
Upgrade existing RPZ backﬂow preventers with
ﬂood detection/protection capabilities

Return on investment
The average commercial ﬂood claim is $75,000**.

Peace of mind
SentryPlus Alert™ Technology lets you be there even
when you’re not.
* * So u rc e : N a t i o n a l Fl o o d In s u ran ce P ro g ram

Protection

OPTION

1

Detection

OPTION

Flood Protection
Backﬂow System

2

OPTION

Flood Protection
Shutdown Valve

Watts.com/
FloodProtectionSystem

3

OPTION

Flood Detection
Backﬂow System

4

Flood Detection
Upgrade Kit
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Who wants
a mess?
There are many occasions when a plumber needs to
drain a DHW tank or a water system and there’s no
drain nearby.
The new cordless M18 Transfer Pump from Milwaukee
Tools is designed for just such occasions, allowing the
plumber to pump the system out to the nearest drain
or even to the outdoors if needed. With a self-priming
pump, the plumber can connect and go quickly. The
tool’s flexible impeller and powerful pump moves water
at up to 480 gallons per hour, generating up to 18 feet of
lift and producing up to 75 feet of head height.
The 18-volt pump is powered by the same
REDLITHIUM battery packs used in the company’s other tools.
It can move up to 240 gallons per charge on a XC5.0 battery pack.
The company’s onboard REDLINK Intelligence control system
recognizes when the transfer pump stops moving water and

automatically shuts itself off to avoid dry pumping, optimizes
performance, and provides overload protection.
For more information, search under plumbing tools at www.
Milwaukee.com.

Combo camera
drain machine

The new FlexShaft high speed drain
cleaning machine, available in May
from Ridgid, has a unique feature. A
camera enclosed in a nylon sheath goes down the drain with the cable to record the
progress in breaking up the blockage in real time. “We by no means say it replaces all
drain cleaners – this isn’t the last drain cleaner you will ever need – but it is a great
compliment to a plumber’s inventory for what they use to clean drains,” said Wyatt
Kilmartin, vice president and general manager of underground technologies for Ridgid.
Powered by cordless drill, FlexShaft is designed for soft to medium blockages in pipes
from 1-1/4 to four inches and up to 70 feet in residential and commercial applications.
Ridgid released a line of drain cameras alongside FlexShaft that can remain in the
pipe throughout the entire drain cleaning process. For more information, please
visit www.ridgid.com.

Pipe plugging tool
The Quick Sweat kit from LynCar is not exactly a new tool either
but it’s useful when a plumber needs to block the flow of water
in half to two-inch pipes. “The advantages of this tool over the
plumber’s bread is that you can go right through a valve – whereas
the plumber’s bread is only good up to the valve,” said LynCar’s
Andy Fretz. “You can shut off the water past the valve, take off
the old valve, and put on a new one all without shutting down a
whole system.” The copper plug tool comes with a flexible 24-inch
steel cable that can slide through elbows and is interchangeable for
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different size copper pipes. “The plumber’s who have bought this
tool say they wish they had bought it from the beginning if they
had only known about it,” Fretz added.
For more information, please visit www.lyncar.com.
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HOT WATER
MADE BETTER

NOW AVAILABLE W/
PRESS CONNECTIONS
• Compatible
with popular
press tools

WATER HEATER
TEMPERING VALVE
W/ TEMPERING BY-PASS VALVE
GREATER & SAFER HOT WATER
OUTPUT PER GALLON STORED

• Allows water heater to be set at 140°F or higher,
minimizing risk of Legionella bacteria in the tank
• Mixes hot output with cold supply, for
greater effective hot water storage
• Adjustable temperature control limits output
to 120°F to prevent risk of scalding
• Integrated recirculation port simplifies installation

NEW TEMPERING
BY-PASS VALVE

• Provides high-temperature
untempered water to appliances

VALVE INNOVATION
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Large diameter
pipe cutter
We’re not so sure if every plumber needs this tool, but if you’re
in the pipe fitting business the Exact PipeCut 360 Pro
pipe saw from Mag Tool will allow you to make fast square
cuts in steel or plastic pipe from three to 14 inches in
diameter. It is designed for use with all pipe materials and
will cut steel pipe up to ½-inch wall thickness and plastic
pipe up to two-inch wall thickness.
Green, yellow and red “traffic lights” on the saw provide a visual
indicator for the operator to alert them if they are overloading the
saw, rather than relying on feeling and hearing. When the saw is
overloaded, an intelligent circuit board turns down the power to
avoid burning out the armature. “This was a problem in the past
when the saws were not used correctly,” reported Mag Tool’s Mark
McGuire.
A laser light marks the cutline. An additional gripping handle
has been added on the leading edge of the saw to help guide the
saw where it cannot be rotated and the material is stationary. “It is
also quite handy for simply picking the saw up and moving it from
cut to cut,” added McGuire.
And, on this latest version, the mechanism for squaring the saw
has been simplified to make it quicker and easier to adjust, with an
eccentric wheel on the saw for fine adjustments.
For more information, please visit www.magtool.com.

Safety and control
Expanding on their current FlexVolt system, DeWalt
has released a 60-volt in-line stud and joist drill with a
unique clutch system.
The e-clutch system was designed specifically for this
tool to protect the user. “When the drill stops turning
at the bit in a jam situation – the
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drill starts spinning and can lose control. Our drill has
the e-clutch which shuts down the drill pretty much
immediately to protect the end user from a tool out of
control,” explained Stephen Blain, commercialization
manager for DeWalt Canada.
In high or low speed, the e-clutch system can sense
tool motion and stops the motor when the drill binds.
The user knows that the system has
been activated when a LED light
illuminates.
The drill includes a two-position
side handle, shallow nose, a half inch
keyed chuck and chuck key holder,
and a knuckle guard.
Please visit www.dewalt.ca for
more information.
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Excessive liquid can lead
to system failure
By Greg Scrivener
This hydrostatic expansion resulted
from isolating an evaporator. (Technical
Safety B.C.)

rapping or isolating refrigerant can be
dangerous if it is done with too much
liquid present. Most of us are familiar
with the rules about filling refrigerant
recovery tanks and propane tanks –
usually to 80 percent maximum liquid by
volume.
Those who work on refrigeration systems
may also be familiar with the regulations
surrounding liquid storage in high pressure
receivers – a maximum 90 percent liquid by
volume, according to the CSA B52 Mechanical
Refrigeration Code. Fewer of us are familiar
with the possible consequences of trapping
refrigerant in condensers, evaporators and
piping. The goal of this article is to shed some
light on why these regulations exist and what
situations require caution.

Excessive pressure
The first thing to understand is that any
time you trap a high-volume percentage
of refrigerant as a liquid, you are creating
a scenario where excessive pressures could
develop. While the different refrigerants all
have slightly different coefficients of expansion,
they all cause a similar pressure increase. Fig.
1 shows the calculated pressure increase of six
different refrigerants trapped with 80 percent
liquid volume at a temperature of 20°F in 20
feet of one-inch pipe and subject to an energy
input of 1,200 Btu’s.
An important observation is that there
need not be 100 percent liquid to cause the
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rapid pressure increase. It is also poignant
how little energy is required to increase the
pressure; you can see in Figure 1 that for the
small volume in 20 feet of one-inch pipe, it
only took 1/20 of a ton to hit 5000 psi for
several refrigerants!
Fig. 2 shows the results from a similar
calculation, except that it is for a single
refrigerant at several different initial
temperatures. In this case, it is a one foot
square vessel of R134A. You can see that

There are several
ways this situation
can develop in our systems
and we should be vigilant
during design, operation
and service to
avoid them.
at 80°F, the rapid pressure increase begins
at around 2,000 Btu and at 0°F it begins at
3,000 Btu. That is a 50 percent increase in
the energy required to cause an expansion
when the refrigerant started out cold.
This discovery is somewhat misleading. As
you add energy you increase the temperature
and as you increase the temperature, you
decrease the amount of energy available. In

most cases we have an energy source heating
our refrigerant piping and vessels that has
a limited temperature (i.e. the ambient
temperature in your truck, for example).
The curved red line on Fig. 2 shows the
pressure at 150°F. It may indeed require
more energy to cause the refrigerant with
the lower temperature to have a pressure
increase above the design pressure, but it can
all happen at low heat source temperatures
(like the back of a work truck parked in the
sun).
If you only have a 150°F heat source
available, it would be impossible to over
pressurize the refrigerant vessel that started
at between 40°F and 80°F and was 80 percent
full. This explains why the transportation
regulations require that a cylinder is no
more than 80 percent full. As we increase
this volume of liquid, the temperature at
which the over-pressure happens is lower.
Figure 3, which uses an initial temperature
of 60°F and R134A, shows that if the liquid
volume percentage increases from 80
percent to 90 percent we can see excessive
pressures happen more rapidly.
I hope we’ve developed an appreciation
for the dramatic pressure increases that
can occur when we trap refrigerant with
high volumes of liquid. This is important
because there are several ways this situation
can develop in our systems and we should
be vigilant during design, operation and
service to avoid them. There are also several
situations that can develop where the heat
source is at a much greater temperature than
the 150°F we’ve been working with so far.
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Trapped liquid caused this weld
fracture in an evaporator. (Technical
Safety B.C.)

Cold liquid
Cold liquid is always more susceptible to
an over-pressure in the event it is trapped.
Industrial refrigeration mechanics and
operators usually understand this because
liquid overfeed systems are so common.
In typical air conditioning systems, it is
rare to have liquid that is very cold. However,
in certain remote condenser applications
that run in the winter (i.e. server rooms),
there is a chance that cold liquid is entering
the evaporator from the condenser.
It is a similar case for most commercial
refrigeration systems where sub-cooling
circuits on the condenser are fairly common.
The liquid coming in from outside in the
winter is cold and often, the line needs to
be insulated to prevent condensation. In
grocery store applications, we frequently
use the high or medium temperature rack
to provide sub-cooling for the liquid on the
low temperature rack. This is a very efficient
option, but it means that we are using cold
liquid throughout the store.
There are several things you should
consider when designing and operating a
refrigeration system when liquid can be
trapped:
1) If liquid can be trapped (even warm
liquid) between automatically closing
valves, you must provide a pressure relief
valve for the piping in between. This is often
an internal relief valve that simply bleeds
Please see ‘Cold’ on page 62
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Figure 1: The calculated pressure increase of six refrigerants that were trapped at
20F in 20 feet of one-inch piping.

Figure 2: The calculated pressure rise caused by adding energy to one-foot square
of R134A at different initial temperatures. The red curve indicates the pressure at
150°F for all temperatures.
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Use caution when assuming solenoid
valves will prevent over-pressure by
allowing reverse flow. Check valves
installed right after solenoids often
negate this feature.

Figure 3: The calculated pressure rise at different initial liquid volumes for one-foot
square of R134A with an initial temperature of 60F. The redline is an isotherm at 150F.

Cold refrigerant more
susceptible to over-pressure
Continued from page 61

Heat sources

back into the system. Most refrigeration
solenoids will not hold pressure on the outlet
side so, if the outlet pressure increases above
the inlet pressure, they will open and prevent
the over-pressure situation. However, not all
solenoids do this and almost no motorized
valves do either. Use caution selecting or
replacing valves if they could potentially trap
liquid.
2) If the liquid can be trapped between manual
valves, then it is advisable to car-seal one of
the valves open. At the very least, this makes
anyone interested in closing the valve ponder
why someone would have it car-sealed open.
In reality, sites with valves like this should have
a valve control program that outlines who is
allowed to use these particular valves and have
procedures in place for such use.

So far in this article, we really only considered
150°F heat sources, but there are several
higher temperature sources we should
consider.
1) There are code requirements for pressure
relief valves on evaporators where there is
a heat source within 18 inches. This would
seem to apply to defrost heaters. In the
U.S., exemptions are made for typical small
UL listed evaporators. However, on larger
equipment, relief valves should be considered
and may be required.
2) Confined spaces, such as shipping
containers in the sun, can become extremely
hot.
3) Heating overfilled refrigeration vessels
with torches can be very dangerous.
4) Condensers don’t usually require relief
valves, but consideration should be given
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to condensers that are isolated in the winter
(split condensers with no bleed valve and
systems where condensers are shut down).
In the winter, the refrigerant is attracted to
the low pressure caused by the cold outside.
There have been several reported cases of the
isolation valves leaking enough that refrigerant
vapour leaked into the condenser; once there,
the refrigerant condensed and the condenser
became full of liquid. Once the condensers
warmed up in the spring they ruptured.
All of this information helps us understand
how important it is not to create situations
were liquid is isolated in refrigeration systems.
We’ve seen that even at 80 percent volume,
catastrophic pressures can develop with
relatively low temperatures. We have certainly
not covered all of the relevant information
on this topic, but I hope that what we have
covered has been useful and helps you prevent
future failures. 

Greg Scrivener
is a refrigeration consultant
for Cold Dynamics
in Edmonton. He is a
professional engineer,
journeyman refrigeration
mechanic and holds
RSES CMS designation in commercial
refrigeration. He can be reached at
greg.scrivener@colddynamics.com
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Canadian reﬁllable cylinders available

Make the Switch
to Solstice® N40

Solstice N40 (R-448A) offers 5-10% lower energy consumption, a 68%
reduction in global-warming-potential and lower environmental impact
on the planet. Solstice N40 is approved for use by all major compressor
and component manufacturers, and is a near-drop-in replacement for
R-404A, allowing for easier installations and conversions. Talk to us
today to ﬁnd out more.
For more information visit: https:www.honeywell-refrigerants.com
or Call 800-631-8138

© 2019 Honeywell International. All Rights Reserved.
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About half the Riptide team
are, from left, customer
service leader Diane Best,
Doug Saunders, business
analyst Jonah Dwyer and
Sian Smith.

right off the highway,” remarked
general manager Siân Smith.
Smith, and director of operations
Doug Saunders, took possession of
their building in October and set
out to build their “fulfillment centre”
from scratch. They made the first
shipment in February.

Working with wholesalers

DISTRIBUTION

As a master distributor, Riptide
is working to establish long-term
partnerships with wholesalers,
with several on board already.
Wholesalers typically deal directly
with manufacturers, but when one
or two parts are backordered and holding up a
job, they can source it through Riptide.
They might also use Riptide if their
customer wants a Kohler product, for
example, but they don’t carry that brand.

New master distributor
gears business for
changing realities

The e-commerce
fulfillment business
is not for the faint
of heart.

in an online world

By Simon Blake
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T

he advent of the Internet and the
widespread and expanding adoption
of online shopping has changed the
way many homeowners buy products for
their home. This in turn has caused significant
challenges for traditional wholesalers, retailers
and even contractors. A new Ontario-based
company is positioning itself to thrive in this
challenging market.
Riptide Fulfillment Corporation is a
new master distributor serving traditional
distribution channels – a “wholesaler for
wholesalers” and online retailers with finish
plumbing products from select well-known
brands. It operates from a new 56,000 sq. ft.
facility in Milton, Ont., 20 km west of Toronto.
“This is distribution central – a perfect location

“We are in the ‘emergency shipping
business’ where accuracy is critical along
with guaranteed same-day shipping,” said
Smith. “I am helping wholesalers complete
projects, but not necessarily by shipping them 24
urinals. I am helping them solve a problem by
providing a replacement urinal or the flush valve
that they forgot to order.”
In a recent case, a wholesaler ordered a
toilet trip lever in the wrong finish. “That’s a
$25 product, but that $25 product is holding
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The spacious 56,000 sq. ft.
building allows plenty of
room for expansion.

up closing the whole project… While I don’t
want the business to be running solely on
$25 orders, Riptide is the company that can
help solve the wholesaler’s problem in a short
period of time.”

An invisible partner
Working with online retailers is very different
than working with plumbing wholesalers.
Riptide serves as an invisible fulfillment
partner. The customer orders from the
online retailer and receives their product in
the online retailer’s packaging, typically with
the manufacturer’s packaging inside.
Orders are typically one or two products.
Shipments can range from a single lavatory
handle up to bathtubs. Return rates are
much higher than in the wholesale channel.
“The e-commerce fulfillment business is not
for the faint of heart,” notes Smith. “We are
buying in truckloads from manufacturers
and parcelling it out in ones and twos,
overpacking everything.” Online customers
expect not only the product, but the
packaging to be pristine.
“Our fulfillment centre associates are
quickly becoming packaging engineers. They
are taking boxes as we receive them from the
manufacturers, opening them up, making
sure the right products are safely positioned,
repackaging sometimes inside the box and
then over-packing it to ensure that it can
withstand long distance freight.”
In its first six weeks, Riptide shipped to
every province and to about 80 different
cities, Smith estimates. “So far, in all the
orders we have shipped, we have not had
a single damage incident,” she adds. “It’s
awesome!”
One issue the industry struggles with is
online retailers that sell to consumers far below
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Having a lot of stock requires a lot of shelving. This section is for large items;
another section behind it is for small parts.
manufacturers suggested retail pricing. Riptide
will only work with those that support IMAP –
internet minimum advertised pricing.

In the beginning
Riptide is part of the Hajoca Corporation
family of companies which, in Canada,
also includes wholesalers Emco and
Noble. Hajoca is a U.S. plumbing and
mechanical wholesaler founded in 1858
and headquartered in Lafayette Hill,
Pennsylvania. Riptide, Emco and Noble
operate as stand-alone companies. Smith has

worked in senior management positions at
both Emco and Noble.
It was during discussions with Hajoca
president Rick Fantham about the future of
the plumbing wholesale industry that the
idea for Riptide was born.
“We saw an opportunity to build out the
fulfillment capability in Canada,” said Smith.
The use of e-commerce sites to purchase
plumbing products is much lower in Canada
than in the U.S. “despite the fact that we are one
Please see ‘Homeowners’ on page 67
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Relax. There’s no need to worry
about being in hot water.
John Wood offers state-of-the-art, high-efficiency residential
water heaters that can help your customers save on utility
costs and enjoy a truly relaxing shower.
Visit us at the MCEE Show
April 24 - 25 at booth #206!
johnwoodwaterheaters.com
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Homeowners demanding more choice
Continued from page 65

of the most connected countries in the world.”
A big part of the problem, she added, is
that there isn’t the fulfillment infrastructure
to provide things like same day shipping
so Canadian online retailers just don’t
have the real-time product assortment that
consumers are looking for.
“We thought we would jump into the deep
end of the pool with the widest assortment
of product in the brands we choose to carry
and an unparalleled commitment to shipping
speed.”

Changing homeowner demand
Another issue, she adds, is that homeowners
want more choice. “They’re watching HGTV
and renovation shows and they are seeing
French gold, vibrant stainless and black
stainless.” It is difficult for a traditional
wholesale business to have every product and
finish in stock because they carry so many
lines. “They’ve got a project from start to
finish where as Riptide has really focused on
the finished decorative plumbing categories
and, in the categories that we choose to
play in, we are dedicated to having the best
assortment.”
“Waiting weeks for a product isn’t
acceptable today,” she added. “When I order
something online, I want to know that it is
going to be shipped today, that I will receive
it tomorrow and it’s going to be exactly what
I ordered.”
For Riptide, one of the biggest challenges
was simply deciding what to put on the
shelves. Smith was able to gather information
from various sources to get started. As well,
Hajoca opened a similar business in the U.S.
about a year previous, which helped.
“We took a very broad approach to
our inventory mix. If a faucet has a good
sales velocity in Canada, where a typical
wholesaler might buy 120 of those faucets in
chrome, I will buy six but I will also buy six
in each of the other finishes.”
There’ve been some surprises, she added.
“I wasn’t sure we would sell bathtubs, showers
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Operations supervisor Eric Riediger operates the “Smart Bagger”. It produces bags
that are placed inside each box and automatically expand to cushion the product
and prevent damage.
and other large products that traditionally go
through a wholesaler and a contractor.” They
are big, bulky and expensive to ship. “We’ve
been amazed by the variety of product large
and small going out the door.”
The company has a full-time data analyst
tracking purchases to help guide future
product choices. “We will learn, over the
next six months and beyond, what sorts of
products are flowing through the business,”
said Smith.

Slow and steady
The company is taking a steady balanced
approach to growth to ensure that it can
fulfill its commitment to things like sameday shipping. “We want to make sure we
can maintain our service experience at the
absolute highest level.”
It takes the same approach with hiring.
The company has eight “teammates”. “We
are taking a very selective approach to
hiring,” said Smith, who is the only person
at the company that comes from a plumbing
background.
Saunders joined the company in June, a

supply chain and logistics specialist coming
from the alcohol industry from which,
among other things, he brought considerable
knowledge in handling and shipping fragile
products.
At this point, the spacious building has
lots of room for growth. But Riptide is also
cautious about taking on new lines. The
company wants to be sure it can provide full
service for each manufacturer they support.
“If a customer calls us and wants
something from one of our manufacturer
brands, we want to be able to say with at least
98 percent certainty that we’ve got it on our
shelf and we can ship it today.”
For the time being, the company’s strategy
is to focus on decorative plumbing. Riptide
has already been asked by manufacturers of
rough-in and industrial products to add that
to the mix. “Never say never,” says Smith,
adding that Riptide may look at expanding
into other product areas once the decorative
plumbing side is well established, but for the
time being that will remain the focus.
For more information, please visit www.
riptide.ca. 
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Q Industry Trends
The survey, conducted
in January, shows
the increasing use
of conservation
technologies.

Reader survey shows shift towards

years ago would be tankless water heaters
and smart control systems. Tankless went
from zero votes to first
place with the most
votes, mentioned by 58
percent of respondents.
Smart controls went from zero votes to being
mentioned by 49 percent of readers.
Smart pumps and heat pump water heaters
jumped into the limelight from zero votes a
couple of years ago to being mentioned by 35
percent and 28 percent of you, respectively.
Holding strong: Hydronic systems continue to
dominate future predictions at or near the top
of the voting charts. Geothermal was selected
by more than four out of 10 professionals, and
better building envelopes held strong in the
check-off voting and were also mentioned by
many of you in the written comments.
Readers continue to report growth in
HRVs and ERVs, and about one-third of you
believe drain water heat recovery and grey
water recycling will continue to grow.
Heat pump selections, rainwater collection,

CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGIES
Tankless, smart controls,
heat pumps top of mind,
say readers
By Bruce Nagy
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E

very two years Plumbing & HVAC
surveys our readers on the trends that
they see in the industry.
Our second trends survey took place in
January. Last conducted in 2016, your responses
were more numerous this time with 121 readers
completing the questionnaire, making the
results more reliable from a statistical standpoint
(please see Methodology on page 70).
As you can see from the charts, many
industry professionals expect strong future
growth from hydronic systems, tankless
water heaters, smart control systems, heat
pumps, conservation and energy recovery
technologies, and in the geothermal area.
Surging: The big stories in terms of the
difference between what you said a few
months ago and what you said a couple of
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Comparing the latest results with those
in this chart from 2016 shows some
significant changes.

and low flow faucets went down a little on the
check-off votes, but in the written comments
the first two were mentioned frequently as key
new realities in our business. Low flow faucets
are still expected to grow by about one third
of participants, and given regulations and
penetration levels, it’s safe to consider them
an enduring trend. Similarly, solar air was
mentioned this time by 38 percent, a slight
increase and a fairly solid prediction.
Entering the conversation: Liquid cooling for
data centers emerged, finally, moving from
zero votes in 2016 to 11 percent in 2018.
Up a few points: Electric heat, sewage
heat recovery, black water recycling, and
deep-water cooling all edged up, and were
mentioned by 10 to 20 percent of respondents.
Edging down: Free cooling, biofuels, wood
heat, biomass, low flow toilets (which are
now old news) conventional faucets and
showerheads all crept down a bit but still may
be used more in the future.
Heading south: While still expected to grow,
forced air mentions went down from 44
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percent to about 31 percent, and gas too, from
44 percent to 35 percent.

Mechanical joining on the rise
In the written comments for plumbing, by far
the most common comment related to fittings:
Press Fit, SharkBite, etc. It seems that these

Efficiency,
conservation,
energy recovery, and better
ventilation seem to be a part
of every HVAC
conversation.
are being quickly integrated into everyday use
and most see it as a positive development –
less soldering, new tools, faster installations.
The second area often mentioned is the

increasing role of plastics in piping, including
PEX, PVC, CPVC, ABS and more. Some like
it, while some criticized the quality. This was
more of a subject of debate in 2016. Now they
seem to have been accepted as here to stay but
are still considered new by many.
Respondents mentioned that electronics is
a key challenge for plumbers and talked about
industry issues, especially a lack of skilled
labour, the need for training and sophisticated
technical knowledge, increasing regulations,
changes and enforcement, and the effects of
online sales and big box DIY sales. Favourite
comment: “I don’t plan to work too hard after
I hit my mid-70s.”
Plumbing professionals also talked about
the technologies that they selected in the
check-off section, such as tankless and
hydronic systems. They mentioned that
efficiency, conservation and water re-use
remain huge themes, and that they are seeing
more adoption of smart pumps, variable speed
and ECM equipment, controls, recirculation,
back-flow prevention, luxury and electronic
plumbing fixtures, and snow-melt systems.

Efficiency and electronics
The written comments for HVAC were
similar to those in the 2016 survey. Efficiency
and electronics were big themes and they
continue to be the most dominant. Efficiency,
conservation, energy recovery, and better
ventilation seem to be a part of every
HVAC conversation. A related but slightly
separate common theme is indoor air quality.
Electronics, precise system control, smart
and remote monitoring, are all ramping even
faster than in 2016, and the dawn of Internet
of Things (IoT) and preventive maintenance
diagnostics might actually be here.
Although mentioned frequently a couple
of years ago, today variable speed technology,
Please see ‘New’ on page 70
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New technologies an
advantage and a challenge
Continued from page 69

smart pumps and ECM motors seem to be
getting a lot more respect for their efficiency
contributions, and their adoption is clearly
accelerating. The big issues are changing
codes, training and skills, and the most
frequently mentioned technologies in the
written HVAC comments are hydronic
systems and heat pumps.
In the written comments for refrigeration,
“C02 is back,” said one survey respondent.
Although this might still be more of a
prediction than a reality, it’s not a stretch to
think that two years from now when this
survey is undertaken again, C02 will be
prominent in refrigerant discussions.
However, participants commented mostly
about new refrigerants and regulations,
specific blends and replacement practices.
Electronics, including smart controls, boards,
gauges, programming, and training on digital

METHODOLOGY

Our readers are
expecting growth in
a number of areas.
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Plumbing & HVAC developed a
questionnaire and posted it to our
website in early 2019, and promoted
it using email blitzes to readers and
some of our industry contacts. The
questionnaire was designed to be fairly
easy to answer, with just five questions,
including two multiple choice checkoff type questions. The questionnaire
remained essentially the same in both
the 2016 and the 2018-19 surveys,
except that some new technologies
were added. This is intentional, as we
believe one of the valuable aspects
with a ‘trends survey’ is to be able
to compare perceptions over time.
We plan to repeat the survey every
two years and expect the value of its
conclusions to continually increase.
This latest survey received about
30 percent more respondents than a

systems, was, of course, the next most popular
topic. This was closely followed by refrigeration
efficiency and inverter technology.

Efficiency, precise control
Taken together, there is a real sense that
increasing efficiency benchmarks and clean
operating systems in regulations have now
significantly manifested. The other top
concern is sophisticated, precise technology
and practices are both an advantage and a
challenge for many professionals.
We’re now planning for, rather than
debating, greater electrification and tighter
building envelopes. Even off-grid structures
with electricity storage and micro-networks
are being viewed with reduced skepticism.
The future is coming at us. There are a lot
of changes in the air, and with surveys like
this, Plumbing & HVAC Magazine will help
keep you fully engaged in the future trends
conversation. 

couple of years ago, so our sample size
was reasonable, and our margin for
error is likely greater than five percent
but less than 10 percent.
The fact that our respondents were
likely all readers of our magazine gives us
confidence in the targeted quality of the
responses, and we see it as a reasonable
barometer within the plumbing, heating,
cooling and refrigeration industry in
Canada.
The open-ended questions proved
to be a useful complement to the
check-off questions, because of the
interpretation limitations of the latter
format. The check-off format helped
keep the questionnaire simple and easy
to complete, but on its own, would
probably limit our understanding of the
results.
Metrics indicated that each
respondent spent just three to five
minutes completing the survey.
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QShop Management

Employee

BENEFITS



Attracting and retaining quality workers
By Ron Coleman

There are numerous methods of attracting
and retaining employees. In this two-part
article we will review two options – benefits
programs and performance rewards. Part one
deals with benefits programs.
Businesses need to determine
the most attractive remuneration
package they can offer their
employees and remain competitive
in the market. The cost of attracting
and retaining good employees is high
and this cost can be reduced by being an
employer of choice. And it can increase if the
marketplace – trades people – consider you a
poor employer.
Union businesses all offer a benefits
package. Open shop businesses can arrange
them through a benefits company, through
their association or their local Chamber of
Commerce.
Because we are all competing for the
same labour force, we must ensure that we
offer a competitive remuneration package.
Paying too little will mean not attracting and
retaining employees; paying too much means
not being competitive in the market place and
not getting enough work.
Check with your national and provincial
association and your local chamber of
commerce to see what is available to you. Also
enlisting the services of a benefits specialist will
help you make better decisions in this regard.

One size doesn’t fit all
Employees are not all looking for the same
remuneration package. It is important to get a
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good understanding of what your employees
want and what you can afford to
give them. Ask your competitors
what they are doing. Ask your
employees what they had in
previous jobs.
As I am based in British
Columbia, I am most familiar
with the BCCA Employee
benefits program and the
ICBA Benefits program
There are organizations that offer benefit
plans. Review some websites to get up to
speed on what’s available. Blue Cross and
Great West Life are just two examples of
companies that offer coverage across Canada.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits programs can include:
Extended health care (EHC)
Dental care
Accidental death and dismemberment
(AD&D)
Short-term disability
Long-term disability
Life insurance
Employee and family assistance program
Medical travel insurance
Critical illness insurance
The cost of the package must be included

in the overall cost of the employee. A
question that often arises for the employee
is: ‘Do I want the benefits, or do I want more
in my take-home pay, or a combination?’
The employer must calculate the tradeoff of attracting and retaining employees

with the cost of the
benefits program.

Tax considerations
If the employee is paying
for the benefits, then there may
be the opportunity to deduct the
premiums on their personal tax return.
However, I don’t recommend writing
off the premiums, paid by employees,
Please see ‘Diligent’ on page 74
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Diligent approach a must
Continued from page 73

on disability insurance as the benefit then
becomes taxable. If the company is paying the
premiums for the benefits program, they may
be obliged to add an amount to the employee’s T4
as a taxable benefit. The best programs are
those that are deductible by the employer and
not taxable to the employee.
The basic benefits program that we all
get is coverage under the provincial
workers compensation programs
and the provincial medical benefits
programs. Ontario has OHIP –
the Ontario Health Insurance
Plan, B.C. has MSP – Medical
Service Plan, Manitoba has Insured
Benefits Branch of Manitoba. Details
of all the provincial plans and their
coverage is available at https://www.sbis.ca/
canadas-provincial-health-plans.html.
Only British Columbia charges premiums
for their medical service plan (MSP). All other
provinces and territories use other methods
including payroll taxes. B.C. is phasing out the
monthly premiums and has started to introduce a
payroll tax to offset the MSP premiums.
There is no right or wrong answer as
to what benefits a business should offer.
Obviously, union businesses are mandated
to provide benefits packages based on their
collective agreements.

Optional or mandatory
If you are looking at a benefits program you
must take the needs of the employees into
account and determine if there is an opt-in
process or if it is mandatory. Some employees
may have programs through their spouses/
partners.
If you are going to introduce a benefits
program, what will it do to your labour cost?
Will you absorb the additional cost or reduce
the employees’ wages? Going forward with a
benefits program is a major decision and one
not easily reversed. So, do ensure that you
do your due diligence and take professional
advice on how to proceed.
Another option to consider is a pension
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program. Again, these are a cost
of labour and the benefit to the
employee is the contributions that
the employer makes, in addition
to forced saving. This can be a very
successful program as too often employees
don’t save enough for retirement and are
forced to work for much longer periods than
they expected. Do they really want to be
working in construction in your mid-sixties
and seventies?
While not something to do
with employee benefits many
associations, including MCAC and
HRAI, offer a variety of benefits
programs for their members.
These cover a wide variety of topics
from reduced gasoline prices to
special pricing for vehicle acquisitions to
a variety of insurance plans. Make sure that
you are availing of all the programs that your
association offers. Th ere may be some th at
allow the employees to get reduced costs on
fuel, restaurants or other personal expenses.

Starting points
This article is designed to get
you thinking about the pros
and cons of what you can do
to attract and retain employees.

Retain the services of a specialist in benefits
programs before delving too deeply into
this topic. Bringing up the topic with
employees too early may set unrealistic
outcomes and be demotivating. Make
sure that you tailor a package that works
for you and your employees. Here are
some key starting points.
• Premiums: Will these be paid by the employer,
the employee or on a cost-sharing basis?
• Which specific benefits are included: dental,
vision, prescriptions etc.?
• Deductibles: What deductibles are included
in each benefit?
• Capping: Is there a cap on some or all the
benefits? (Maximum of $500 for vision care,
for example)
• Co-insurance: Does the program cover a
percentage of the claims. (80 percent of dental
might be paid)
• Which benefits trigger a taxable benefit to
employees?
• Which benefits are deductible by the
employer?
• Will you cover all employees? Fulltime, part
time, contract employees?
• Will it be mandatory?
• Can individual employees pick which
benefits they want?
For an existing company the challenge is
how to absorb the cost of the program.
You could be easily increasing your
labour cost by 15 percent. Can you
absorb this? Can you pass it on to your
customers? Are you going to reduce
your base wage rates to offset this cost?
There are many points to consider,
so proceed carefully. In part two of this
article we will explore non-cash incentives
and performance rewards for attracting and
retaining employees. 
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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Find industry related
training near you!
Trainingtrades.ca is a new website developed by Plumbing & HVAC that is designed to promote your training opportunities to mechanical contractors, free of charge! There are two sections: Find Training lists the actual courses
that are offered and Learn Something is a library of training videos. Every section is searchable by keyword or
industry category. Geolocation is also enabled so people can easily find training near them. It’s easy to get started!

Step 1
Log on and
build your profile.

Step 2

Look for training that
interests you and register
for any desired courses.

Step 3

View and search for any type
of training video in our
Learn Something library.

We will be building the training course and video posts over the next few months. We will start promoting it to
contractors this summer through Plumbing & HVAC print and digital properties. It’s all free of charge! It’s part
of Plumbing & HVAC’s goal to help build your business and make this industry better! Please let us know if you
have any questions or have any suggestions to make the site even better!
powered by:

Call Mark at (416) 996-1031
or email Mark@plumbingandhvac.ca.

Q People & Places

Bradford White mourns the loss
of chairman A. Robert Carnevale
Bradford White, Ambler, Pennsylvania, has
announced the death of chairman A. Robert
“Bob” Carnevale. “Bob was the visionary
leader who saw the opportunity to create a
water heater manufacturer that would stay
true to industry professionals,” the company
said in a press release.
Carnevale started with the company as an
inside order entry clerk while completing his
education in a night school program at Penn
State University in 1961. He rose through
the ranks of Bradford White by immersing
himself in all aspects of the business including
sales, engineering, manufacturing and

The

People
Equipco Ltd., Coquitlam, B.C.,
has announced that Dan Milroy
will join the company as a managing partner on July 1. He will lead
and manage all aspects of the com- Dan
pany’s Eastern Canada operations Milroy
working closely with key business
partners to ensure goals and objectives are met
and exceeded, the company announced. Milroy
has been with Bradford White Canada, Halton
Hills, Ont., since 2009 where he currently serves
as director of sales and marketing.

The

Companies
Cinderella Eco Canada Ltd., Mississauga,
Ont. has appointed Joey McNeil as sales
and dealer manager to develop the Canadian
market. The Cinderella Eco Group, headquartered in Norway, produces incineration
toilets for cottages. It launched its Canadian
Division in October. “We see that this market is
more than ready for our products,” said Helene
Norman-Dupuy, director of sales and marketing. The company recently signed a retail
agreement that will see its incinerator toilets
available at Home Hardware stores across
Canada. For more information, please visit
www.cinderellaeco.com/ca.
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

finance. Eventually attaining the positions
of executive vice president and then chief
operating officer, Carnevale, along with a
small group of colleagues, saw the opportunity
to buy a portion of Bradford White from its
then parent company to set the foundation
for his goal of creating an American-owned,
wholesale-only water heater company with its
manufacturing facilities located in the United
States, a dream ultimately realized in 1992.
Bob, or “Mr. C” as he was known by many in
his Bradford White family, served as chairman,
president and CEO of Bradford White Corp.
from 1991 to 2009, during which time he

Ontario oil heat
group rebrands
The Ontario Chapter of the now defunct
Canadian Oil Heat Association has adopted a
new name and expanded its services.
It will now operate under the name Ontario
Petroleum Transporters & Technicians
Association (OPTTA), announced the group’s
president, Jim Wood of Napanee, Ont. The
group has also expanded its services to include
businesses that provide road transportation
of petroleum products and service, maintain

Auction site for
mechanical industry
It had to happen sooner or later. Somebody
would start an e-bay style auction site
specifically for the mechanical industry. Two
enterprising Saskatchewan residents have
done just that.
Mike Berkes of Ace Plumbing & Heating
in Saskatoon, with partner Ray Lamarche,
have started an online auction site to help
contractors unload inventory they don’t need.
“It’s an idea to solve some problems that we
have all had as contractors with excess inventory.
There is no way of disposing or getting rid of it

Robert “Bob” Carnevale
spearheaded the diversification and growth
of the company through the acquisitions of
Niles Steel Tank, Bradford White Canada
(Aero) and Laars Heating Systems. In 2009, he
relinquished his oversight of the corporation’s
day-to-day operations, but remained Bradford
White’s chairman until his passing.
A celebration of Bob’s life is being planned for
May of this year in the Philadelphia area.
and inspect oil burning equipment.
The COHA Ontario Chapter was originally
created in 2004 to address the needs of the
Ontario fuel oil home heating market.
The OPTTA board of directors represent all
of Ontario’s major geographical regions. The
group will focus on four key areas of business
development important to members’ ongoing
success, said Wood. These include technical
development and training, insurance,
representation with regulatory bodies and
technical and regulatory information support.
For more information, please visit www.
optta.ca or contact Jim Wood at (613)
484-5555 or jim.wood@optta.ca.

other than basically giving it away,” said Berkes.
Berkes and Lamarche call their new
company Trade Inventory Excess, or TIX for
short. The company launched its auction site
at tix.auction on March 1 and it is open to
contractors from across Canada.
At this point, the website has five categories:
• plumbing
• HVAC
• electrical
• interior finishes
• construction
“We thought for now we’d cover off the
refrigeration under the HVAC,” said Berkes.
“As we go, we’ll be tweaking and adding
categories as necessary.”
April 2019 – Plumbing & HVAC
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Keynote speaker announced for 2019
Canadian Hydronics Conference

T

he Canadian Hydronics Council
(CHC) has announced that Toby
Shannan, chief support officer at
Shopify, will be the leadoff keynote speaker
for the Canadian Hydronics Conference Sept.
24-25 in Ottawa.
A former contractor, Shannon has been
instrumental in the growth of Shopify, one of
Canada’s most successful tech companies and
will talk about how to identify and capitalize
on opportunities in the contractor’s local
market.
With his contracting experience he has a
deep understanding of the challenges facing
these kinds of businesses, say organizers.
His talk will provide information that the
hydronics focused audience will be able to
use to inspire and elevate their businesses.
The event will take place at the Ottawa
Conference and Event Centre. The new
location and expanded seminar and trade
show format is expected to draw contractors
involved in hydronic heating from across the
country.
“A great conference requires a passionate
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event,” said David Hughes (Northern Alberta
Institute of Technology) chairman of the
Canadian Hydronics Council.
The conference has previously been held
in Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver. This
is the first time it has been held in the East
and organizers expect that, along with an
expanded format, should draw a considerable
number of contractors involved in hydronic
heating.
Please visit www.ciph.com/chc2019 for
more information. For more information on
the CanadianHydronics Council, please visit
www.ciph.com/hydronics.
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HRAI 2019 Symposium –
A Low Carbon Economy,
Joyce Centre, Mohawk College,
Hamilton, Ont. For more information,
contact Caroline Czajko at HRAI,
e-mail cczajko@hrai.ca.

APRIL 24-25, 2019:
MCEE 2019,
Place Bonaventure, Montreal.
For more information, visit www.mcee.ca
or call Elizabeth McCullough at
1-800-639-2474 or
e-mail e.mccullough@ciph.com.

MAY 8-9:
Canadian Water Quality
Association (CWQA) Spring
Meeting and AGM,
Scotia Bank Convention Centre,
Niagara Falls, Ont. Please visit www.cwqa.
com or call 416-605-3068
for information.

JUNE 16-18:
Canadian Institute of
Plumbing & Heating
Annual Business Conference,
Delta Prince Edward Hotel,
Charlottetown, P.E.I. Please visit
www.ciph.com or call 1-800-639-2474.
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